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SYNOPSIS

With the discovery of high - Tc superconductors, diversity in research interest among

Oxide materials has been grown exponentially in last 30 years. With the observation

of novel and emergent multi - functionalities, the field of Oxides become a major area

of research in the field of condensed matter physics. Starting from binary to ternary

oxides with spinel or perovskite structures, Oxides become an important playground of

interesting fundamental many - body physics due to the presence of strongly correlated

electronic and magnetic states. The hunch for developing new devices using the wide -

spread functionalities of Oxides has given the birth of new technological field called Ox-

ide Electronics. Over the past two decades, research in oxide thin films has been boosted

with the invention of new deposition techniques to make ultra thin single crystalline films,

ideal for not only the tunability of existing fundamental properties but also designing a

platform for novel phenomena that are unforeseeable in bulk materials. The major ad-

vantage of thin film is to design novel structure and functionality of the material that are

inaccessible in it’s bulk from with the help of reduced dimensionality and strain engineer-

ing with substrates. The first approach was for a homoepitaxy (growth of same material

as in substrate) and reproduction of the existing bulk structure of materials. Later, het-

erostructures and superlattices have been explored widely in terms of lattice modulation,

interface engineering and doping. Perovskite Oxides have been proved to be very impor-

tant platform in this context due to the smooth hierarchy in the lattice mismatch in a

wide range of crystal structures. Designing novel polar and magnetic ordering in oxide

thin films and heterostructures by strain engineering is going to be the key focus of this

thesis. We have grown and investigated functional properties of a perovskite (TbMnO3),

a double perovskite (Tb2CoMnO6) and a perovskite heterostructure (BaTiO3 - SrIrO3)

in order to contribute a little to this field.

Chapter 1: gives the basic concepts of describing a condensed matter system mainly

strongly correlated oxides. Basic tools and mechanism for the physical phenomena rele-

vant to this thesis will be briefly introduced. Firstly, a short review will be provided about

the basic electronic structure of the Transition Metal Oxides. Importance of the chem-

ical environments and strong interactions among the various degrees of freedom namely

charge, spin, lattice and orbital in determining many emergent properties in oxides will

be addressed. With a special focus on the perovskite structure, we will then introduce the

detail mechanisms of magnetic and polar ordering in a wide range of oxides. All relevant

models and mechanisms explaining the long - range magnetic ordering and ferroelectricity

will be introduced with a brief discussion on the important theories and observations on

the coupling between these two order parameters. Finally, the importance of oxides thin

films will be discussed in the context of tuning and designing novel magnetic and polar
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ordering via strain engineering along with the motivation as well as scope of this thesis.

Chapter 2: deals with the details about the growth of magnetic and ferroelectric Oxide

thin films. We will first discuss the principles of growth of thin films in general; later

highlights will be on oxide films. Then the detail role of substrates in terms of epitaxial

relationship will be introduced. Thereafter, the modern available deposition techniques

will be discussed. At the end, we will come to the detail growth methods intensively

used in this thesis namely Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) and Metal-organic Aerosol

Deposition (MAD) techniques for the deposition of Oxides.

Chapter 3: gives the brief overview of the major measurement techniques that have been

intensively used in this thesis. Firstly, we will review the detail measurement techniques

for investigation of crystal and electronic structures of thin films. Focus will be on X-ray

Diffraction (XRD), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), Raman Spectroscopy and

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) along with Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

(EELS). Optical Ellipsometry and Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED)

will be discussed as in - situ monitoring techniques for thin film growth. Basic principles

and measurement procedures for Magnetic Measurements using conventional SQUID and

home built set up for Dielectric Spectroscopy and Resistivity will also be discussed briefly.

Chapter 4: presents the growth of high quality epitaxial strain stabilized hexagonal

phase of TbMnO3 films on YSZ(111) substrate and their structural transformations are

analyzed by means of various ex- and in-situ characterization techniques. A tempera-

ture dependent Raman spectroscopy revealed a structural phase transition from P63cm

to P63/mcm structure at ferroelectric TC ∼ 800 K. Optical ellipsometry, confirming a

phase transition at 800 K, indicates a change of charge transfer from oxygen to Mn at

the structural phase transition. In - situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the

lamella samples displayed an irreversible P63cm to P63/mcm transformation and vanish-

ing of ferroelectric domains already at 410 K. Concurrently, the room temperature TEM

of h - TbMnO3 films after the temperature cycling (300K-1300K-300K) revealed an in-

homogeneous microstructure, containing both ferroelectric and paraelectric nanodomains

with P63cm and P63/mcm structure, respectively. We point out a strong influence of

stress relaxation, induced by the sample geometry as well as by temperature cycling, onto

the structure and ferroelectricity in h-TbMnO3 thin films.

Chapter 5: describes Magneto-Dielectric properties of partially B-site ordered mon-

oclinic Tb2CoMnO6 double perovskite thin film epitaxially grown on Nb:SrTiO3(001)

substrates by metalorganic aerosol deposition(MAD) technique.Transmission electron mi-

croscopy and electron energy loss spectroscopy mapping shows the presence and distribu-

tion of both Co2+ and Co3+ ions in the film, evidencing a partial B-site disorder, which

was further confirmed by the observation of reduced saturation magnetization at low
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temperatures. The ferromagnetic Curie temperature, TC = 110 K, is slightly higher as

compared to the bulk value (100 K), probably due to an in plane biaxial tensile strain.

Temperature dependent dielectric study reveals an unexpected high temperature dipolar

relaxor-glass-like transition at a temperature T∗ ∼ 190 K > TC , which depends on the

applied frequency and indicates a superparaelectric behavior.Two different dielectric re-

laxation peaks have been observed; they merge at T∗ where likely a coupling between the

disorder-induced short range charge-spin interactions results in a 4% magneto-dielectric

coupling.

Chapter 6: presents the growth of 3d-5d based relaxed BaTiO3/SrIrO3 heterostructures,

to obtain emergent phenomena arising from the interfacial coupling between B-site (Ti4+;

3d0 and Ir4+; 5d5) cations. Parent BaTiO3 film shows weak ferromagnetic ordering at TC

∼ 136 K, due to the oxygen vacancies, in contrast of paramagnetic nature in strong spin-

orbit coupled SrIrO3 film. Interestingly, in BaTiO3/SrIrO3 heterostructure we observed

magnetic ordering at TC ∼ 160 K. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of O 1s and Ti 2p

reveals the presence of oxygen vacancies and Ti3+ states in BaTiO3/SrIrO3, similar to

the parent BaTiO3. However, significant changes in Ir 4f spectrum line shape with cov-

erage has been observed in BaTiO3/SrIrO3, in contrast of parent SrIrO3. Therefore, this

remarkable enhancement in TC is attributed with the interfacial charge transfer process

and the presence of strong spin-orbit coupling.

Chapter 7: summarizes the conclusions of the works completed presented in this thesis,

along with possible methods and avenues for the scope of future work are pointed out.

Appendix A: presents (BXCY NZ)/Al2O3, a 2D material - Oxide hybrid heterostructure.

Boron carbonitride (BXCY NZ) represents an interesting family of materials containing all

light elements and two dimensional graphene like hybrid layers.In this work, we have

grown thin films of this compound using Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) method, and

investigated their magnetic and transport properties along with the detailed electronic

structure by using various spectroscopic techniques. In depth analysis of the typical role of

dopants and defects, especially the prevalent nitrogen defects, is elucidated using Density

Functional Theory (DFT) calculations to understand the experimental observations. A

dramatic crossover in the transport mechanism of charge carriers is observed in this system

with the change in doping level of specific nitrogen defects. A robust and high saturation

magnetization is achieved in BCN films, which is higher by almost hundred times as

compared to that in similarly grown undoped carbon film.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Current chapter deals with the basic concepts of describing a condensed matter system,

mainly strongly correlated oxides. Basic tools and mechanisms for the physical phenom-

ena relevant to this thesis are briefly introduced. Firstly, a short review is provided about

the basic electronic structure of the Transition Metal Oxides. Importance of the chem-

ical environments and strong interaction among the various degrees of freedom namely

charge, spin, lattice and orbital in determining many emergent properties in oxides are

discussed. With a special focus on the perovskite structure, we introduce the detailed

mechanisms of magnetic and polar ordering in a wide range of oxides. All relevant mod-

els and mechanisms explaining the long range magnetic ordering and ferroelectricity are

introduced with a brief discussion on the important theories and observations on the cou-

pling between these two order parameters. Finally, the importance of oxides thin films

is discussed in the context of inducing and tuning novel magnetic and polar ordering via

strain engineering along with the motivation as well as scope of this thesis.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Basic Concepts

1.1.1 Why Transition Metal Oxides?

Transition metal Oxides (TMO) have attracted the condensed matter physics community

from a long time in history, due to it’s rich crystal structure, an wide range of novel

physical properties and as a potential candidate for the next generation devices and tech-

nology. Over past 30 years, research in oxides has been boosted due to the invention of

new deposition techniques to make ultra-thin single crystalline films, ideal for not only

the tunability of existing physical properties but also designing a platform for novel phe-

nomena that are absent and impossible in bulk materials [1]. The rich physical properties

present in complex oxides are the manifestation of the strong electron-electron correlation

and interaction among degrees of freedom, namely Spin, Charge, Lattice and Orbitals in

the wide range of complex crystal structures [2]. Starting form binary oxides to complex

ternary oxides, the correlated electronic structure, chemical states and bonding environ-

ment always gives the opportunity to explore novel and intrinsic physics as Metal-Insulator

Transition [3], High TC superconductor [4], Colossal Magneto-Resistance [5], Magnetism,

Ferroelectricity, Multiferroics [1] and many interesting transport phenomena [6]. Most

common types of crystal structures for ternary oxides have been presented in Figure 1.1.

One of the most studied structure is the perovskite (AMO3) that will be the primary focus

of this thesis. The most important aspect of studying perovskite structure is the tuning

and engineering of their chemical environment and electronic structures with alternating

or replacing A and M site cations with other cations having different size/valency. That

could change and induce many unexpected physical properties with the strong interplay

between different degrees of freedom in the system.

1.1.2 Environments and origin of crystal fields

Most common Perovskite oxides (AMO3) have the cubic unit-cell consisting of MO6 oc-

tahedra at the center and corners are shared with A cation [7]. Here M is generally

the transition metal ions and A is a cation from another group in periodic table (most

commonly the Rare Earth ions). d orbitals of the transition metal ion overlaps with the

oxygen p orbitals during the formation of the octahedra. This local environment where d

orbitals are placed surrounded with negatively charged oxygen p orbitals, gives rise of the

so called crystal field [8]. Size and direction of the d orbitals are crucial to understand this

phenomenon. The five d orbitals are categorized according to the pointing directions. If

we use a Cartesian coordinate system then dxy, dyz and dxz lies in between the respective

axes as denoted. On the other hand, dz2 points towards z axis and dx2−y2 points in both x

and y axis. The first three orbitals are named as t2g and rest two are named as eg orbitals.

In an octahedral environment, where any of oxygen px, py and pz orbitals approach the d

2



1. Introduction

Fig. 1.1 Examples of ternary oxide crystal structures including (a) ilmentite, (b) spinel,

(c) perovskite, and derivatives of the perovskite such as (d) the RuddlesdenPopper series

and (e) layered perovskites. Adapted from Ref.[1] with the permission of Elsevier

orbital, eg orbitals will feel much more coulombic repulsion than the t2g orbitals, due to

the symmetry. Consequently, the eg orbitals will be uplifted to higher energy states and

t2g orbitals will be lowered in energy, breaking the degeneracy of ground state as shown

in Figure 1.2 . This redistribution of the ground state energy will be definitely different

for the various environments (tetrahedral or polyhedral for example). The strength of

this crystal field also will depend on the size of the d orbitals. For example, due to the

extended nature of 4d and 5d orbitals, they will feel less coulombic repulsion than the 3d

orbitals. Distribution of electronic as well as spin states will also highly depend on the

competition between the crystal field energy and the electron-electron coulombic repul-

sion or the pairing energy. Depending on their relative strengths, ground state could be

either high spin or low spin state. In case of 3d ions, crystal field energy is significantly

higher than spin-orbit interaction strength and this leads to the quenching of the orbital

angular momentum. With the violation of Hund’s rule, J will no longer be a good quan-

tum number and effective moment will solely depends on its spin moment. For 4d and

5d case, where crystal field energy and spin-orbit interaction strength are comparable,

electronic and magnetic ground states will be again redistributed, as observed in case of

Ruthenates and Iridates [223].
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1. Introduction

Fig. 1.2 Cubic perovskite system and the redistribution of the ground states of 3d

orbitals due to crystal field splitting. Adapted from Ref.[2] with the permission of

Springer Nature

1.1.3 Strong Electronic Correlation

Along with the crystal field splitting, strong electron-electron interaction present in the

transition metal oxides is equally responsible for the wide range of interesting and novel

phenomena as stated in previous sections. In condensed matter physics, the very first

successful attempt to calculate electronic structure and explain the physical properties

was the tight binding model. The band theory along with it successfully had explained the

existence of metallic and insulating state in solids. Real problem started while explaining

the band structure of some transition metal oxides, for example NiO [3]. The band theory

predicts it as a metal but experiment shows it as an insulator. Electron-Electron coulombic

repulsion that resists the double occupancy of electrons in single orbital was ignored in

previous theoretical models. This on site coulomb repulsion (U) was first successfully

included in a model proposed by John Hubbard that could resolve that existing puzzle

and open up the possibility of realization of physically acceptable ground states [10, 11, 12].

In a very simple framework the model could be explained by two simple terms. (1) The

hopping term (t) that is the kinetic energy of the electron moving from one atomic site

to another site and (2) the Coulomb repulsion or the potential energy term (U) that

challenge the electron motion. The competition between these two terms will decide

the final electronic arrangement along with the spin ground state. If we remove the

repulsion term U then it will automatically reduce to the tight binding model with a
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Fig. 1.3 Schematic band diagram showing the characteristic bands and corresponding

energies in (a) Mott-Hubbard Insulator and (b) Charge-transfer Insulator. Adapted

from Ref.[3] with the permission of American Physical Society

metallic ground state. Mathematically, the Hubbard Hamiltonian of a system with fixed

n number of electrons could be written as following:

H = −t
∑

<i,j>,σ(C†σiCσj + C†σjCσi) + U
∑

i n+in−i (1.1)

Here the first term is the hopping or kinetic term and the second is the on-site Coulomb

repulsion. The creation operator C†σi creates an electron at ith site and Cσj annihilate the

other at jth site. σ is the electron spin that could be either up (+) or down (-). < i, j >

denotes the nearest neighbour hopping. C†σiCσi is denoted as number operator nσi.The

summation i over all sites adds an interaction energy U, whenever a double occupancy is

found and it’s zero for a vacant site or single occupancy.

Application of Hubbard model in transition metal oxides leads to very promising and

interesting results. Here the hopping term could be redefined as charge transfer energy

∆ that is the difference between the energy of the transition metal d orbital (εd) to the

ligand oxygen p (εp) orbital. | εd - εp | defines the energy needed to transfer a charge

(electron/hole) from d to p orbital for hybridization. When an on site Coulomb repulsion

(U) is applied to this system , two different scenarios can occur as presented in Figure

1.3. (1) ∆ > U: on site electron-electron repulsion splits the half filled d band into a fully

filled Lower Hubbard Band (LHB) and an empty Upper Hubbard Band (UHB), with a

band gap as shown in Figure 1.3 (a). This causes an insulating ground state, named

as Mott-Hubbard Insulator. Most common oxides of this type are LaTiO3 and Cr2O3.

Metallic ground state could only exist if the band width is much larger than U. (2) ∆ <

U: in this case the p band is very close to the d band due to strong covalent bond. By

applying large value of U, the LHB is pushed away bellow p band so that any added holes
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always goes to the p band and the insulating ground state is always determined with p-d

charge transfer as shown in Figure 1.3 (b). This is called Charge-Transfer type Insulator

[13, 14]. Most common examples are CuO and NiO.

1.2 Magnetic ordering in Oxides

Magnetism is undoubtedly one of the oldest physical phenomena that had been noticed

in materials like Iron Oxide. Net magnetic moment possessed by a material is given by

the combined moment of the electron spin (S) and orbital angular momentum (L). A

material with long range magnetic ordering, undergoes a phase transition from its high

temperature paramagnetic (randomly oriented moments with no net magnetic moment )

phase to the low temperature long range ordered phase, at a certain temperature specific

to the material. For a ferromagnetic transition it is the Curie Temperature (TC) and for

an antiferromagnetic transition it is the Neel Temperature (TN). Bellow this transition

temperature the spontaneous magnetic ordering occurs. Interesting thing about a ferro-

magnet is that the spontaneous magnetization could be switched by applying an external

applied magnetic field. To understand the microscopic mechanism of long range order-

ing, magnetic exchange interaction has been proved to be the strongest tool. The origin

could be understood from basic quantum mechanical wave function overlapping of simple

two electron system. One dimensional spin chain with nearest neighbour interaction had

been studied first as a model system to understand long range ordering with exchange

interaction. It’s also called as Heisenberg Model [15] with the following Hamiltonian.

H = −
∑

i,j J ijSi ·Sj (1.2)

Where J is the strength of the exchange (exchange integral) and summed over all the

neighbouring spin sites. Value and sign of J will decide the characteristics of the interac-

tion. This has successfully explained the existence of antiferromagnetic ground state of 1

dimensional spin chains. Heisenberg Model can also be deduced from the above mentioned

Hubbard Model in strong U limit [3]. The experimental results of the macroscopic magne-

tization in wide range of ferro and antiferromagnetic materials are successfully explained

and analysed with Weiss Model with an extra term in the Hamiltonian as gµB
∑

j Sj·B.

This term is called as Zeeman term, explaining the interaction of individual spins with

external applied magnetic field B where g is the g factor and µB is the Bohr magneton.

Taking an approximation of effective molecular field produced by all the neighbour spins,

it has explained almost all the types of long range ordering in solids [8]. In all the above

discussions we have only considered spin only moment and inclusion of orbital moment

has been done in revised models later on. Magnetism in oxides is not very simple to

model as an indirect exchange occurs between the moments on the sites of transition

metal ions (M) via non magnetic oxygen ions (O) in M -O- M chains. Though calculation
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Fig. 1.4 Schematic cartoon for the simple superexchange interaction in a M -O- M 1D

spin chain showing the favourable antiferromagnetic ground state

of the exchange integral is very complex, qualitatively the mechanism could be explained

and results could be predicted with some empirical rules. The most common exchange

interactions relevant to this thesis are discussed in the following sections.

1.2.1 Superexchange interactions

Superexchange interaction [16] is the heart of the magnetic interaction in most of magnetic

insulating oxides. As said, the detail calculation of the exchange integral and determining

the ground state is not easy due to the complexity of the system. But qualitatively a simple

superexchange mechanism is easily understandable. It’s an indirect interactions between

the electrons of transition metal d orbitals via oxygen 2p electrons. A simple schematic

diagram has been presented in Figure 1.4. Here two eg dx2−y2 orbitals are overlapped

with oxygen px orbital in a M -O- M bond angle of 180◦. Each dx2−y2 orbital has one and

px has a pair of electrons. There could be two different scenarios (Antiferromagnetic and

Ferromagnetic) for the ground state as shown in Figure 1.4. For the antiferromagnetic case

the electrons are allowed to delocalize themselves in three different ways as shown. For a

ferromagnetic ordering these three delocalizations are forbidden due to the same spin state

in a single orbital. As discussed in Hubbard Model, an electronic ordering always tries

to minimize it’s coulombic repulsion. In this case we can see that an antiferromagnetic

ground state always has a kinetic benefit for the electron delocalization and minimization

of electrostatic repulsion. The observation of antiferromagnetic ordering in LaMnO3 could
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be well explained with this simple model. Here Mn3+ has four d electrons in high spin state

with a single electron in eg dx2−y2 orbital. These eg electrons interact antiferromagnetically

with the neighbouring sites in chain [17]. Many complex situations can arise depending on

the nature of d and p orbital involved, the bonding angle, degree of bonding or overlapping

and the filling of the involved d orbitals. These results could be summarized in some

empirical rules called Goodenough-Kanamori rules [18, 19, 20, 21]. It says (1) Exchange

interaction between two partially/half filled orbitals with 180◦ overlapping is strong and

antiferromagnetic, (2) if the overlapping is in 90◦ with same condition then the interaction

is weak and ferromagnetic, and (3) interaction between a half filled and a vacant (or doubly

occupied) orbital is weak and ferromagnetic due to an energetic advantage of hopping of

electrons on to the unoccupied orbital.

1.2.2 Double exchange interactions

Double exchange interaction could be explained as a essential extrapolation of a ferro-

magnetic superexchange interaction (Goodenough-Kanamori third rule) in an extended

manner. This mechanism occurs in a system of mixed valence magnetic ions, for example

of the mixture of Mn3+ (t2
3
ge

1
g) and Mn4+ (t2

3
ge

0
g). Both Mn3+ and Mn4+ are in high spin

states in the chain of alternate ions. We can see a possibility of hopping the eg electron

of Mn3+ to the vacant eg orbital of the Mn4+. This hopping is only possible if the t2g

electrons of both ions have the same spin alignment, as hopping does not allow a spin

flipping. According to the Hund’s first rule, both single center eg and t2g electrons have to

be with the same spin orientation to maintain the high spin state. So an antiferromagnetic

arrangement of the t2g in the neighbouring sites restrict the hopping of eg electrons. Now

as discussed in the previous sections, electron delocalization is always preferred to mini-

mize the coulomb electrostatic repulsion, hopping of the eg electrons in the chain gives the

system a kinetic preference. So a ferromagnetic ordering will be preferred and due to the

electrons hopping in the extended chain, the system becomes metallic. The most popular

example of double exchange is the mixed valence manganites such as La1−xSrxMnO3 [3].

Parent compound LaMnO3 has only Mn3+ ions and is an antiferromagnetic insulator as

discussed previously. With the optimum doping of divalent Sr2+ ions (x= 0.175), Mn4+

concentration in the system and it suddenly becomes a metallic ferromagnet.

1.2.3 Anisotropic exchange

Till now we have only encountered the interactions that take place in the plane of the spins

from the Heisenberg Model and the dot product of the spins. In the previous models what

we have ignored is the Spin-Orbit coupling. Incorporation of the relativistic Spin-Orbit

coupling in the superexchange model introduces a new kind of exchange interaction that

is not isotropic. This interaction has been phenomenologically introduced by Dzialoshin-
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ski [22] and later a detail theory was developed by Toru Moriya [23], and is known as

Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI). The expression for this exchange interaction is

written as Hamiltonian H =
∑

i,j Dij·[Si ×Sj] where Dij is a constant vector. The value

and direction of this vector will depend on the symmetry of the placement of spins Si and

Sj. Dij can lie either parallel or perpendicular to the line connecting the spins and have

a non zero value only if the center of that line does not possess an inversion symmetry.

The interaction is in such a way, that it always tries to orient the spins at 90◦ in a plane

perpendicular to the D vector. In many systems, it results a canting of spins. One of

the interesting examples is α − Fe2O3, where DM interaction causes a canting of spins

in the trigonal lattice resulting a net magnetic moment and weak ferromagnetism [23] in

the antiferromagnetic chain. This interaction is also responsible for the stabilization of

many non colinear spin textures like magnetic skyrmions [24] and presence of net magnetic

ordering in ferroelectric materials making them as potential multiferroics (coexistence of

both polar and magnetic ordering in a single material) such as BiFeO3 [25].

1.3 Polar ordering in Oxides

Ferroelectricity is also considered as one of the oldest and fundamental physical phe-

nomena in solid state physics. As we know electron has charge (-e) along with it’s spin

degrees of freedom. An electrical dipole is composed of two opposite charges separated

by a certain distance. In a normal dielectric medium these unit of tiny dipoles could

be created with an application of external electric field, with the separation of charges

along the direction of the electric field. There could be materials with the presence of

permanent dipoles and they become ordered bellow a certain temperature, called as fer-

roelectric curie temperature (TC) and gives a spontaneous polarization (P) similar as a

ferromagnet where spins are the responsible for spontaneous magnetization (M), as dis-

cussed in previous sections. The direction of the polarization could be switched from -P

to +P according to the direction of the external electric field [26]. Bellow the ferroelec-

tric TC the coulombic dipole-dipole interaction is responsible for the long range ordering

of the dipoles causing the spontaneous polarization. Ferroelectricity was first discovered

in Rochelle salt (NaKC4H4O6, 4H2O) in seventeenth century and polarization switching

along with the curie temperature was first measured around 1921 by Valasek [27]. Fer-

roelectricity in perovskite oxides are mostly due to the noncentrosymmetric distortion of

the unit cell along with the offcentering of the metal and oxygen ions, causing permanent

dipoles in the system. The major and relevant mechanisms that cause ferroelectricity in

oxides are discussed as follows.
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Fig. 1.5 Unit cell of the perovskite BaTiO3. High temperature paraelectric cubic phase

(left one). Room temperature ferroelectric and tetragonal phases, showing up and down

polarization directions (middle and right one). Adapted from Ref. [28] with the terms &

conditions of AAAS

1.3.1 Displacive Transition

Typically, most common displacive class of ferroelectric perovskite oxides (AMO3) con-

tains a Transition Metal Oxide ion with a vacant d orbital, i.e. a formal configuration

d0 at the M site such as Ti4+, Zr4+ or W6+. In the centrosymmetric cubic phase, the

net center of both the positive and the negative ions are merged, giving no net dipole

moment in the paraelectric phase as in the case of BaTiO3 [28]. Though the long range

dipole-dipole interaction always promotes a offcentering of charges and bond distortion,

the short range local coulomb repulsion tries to minimize itself in a nonpolar cubic phase.

So the emergence of the ferroelectricity will primarily depend on the balance between

these two forces. Bellow TC , the d0 orbital rehybridizes with one or more than one oxy-

gen p orbital creating a noncentrosymmetric octahedral distortion as shown in Figure 1.5.

That distortion minimizes the overall energy of the system creating a permanent dipole

moment in certain direction. The lowering of the energy due to the mixing of the orbitals

is larger than the local coulomb repulsion resisting the offcentering. This change in the

chemical bonds that stabilize a distorted structure over a centrosymmetric one could be

well explained by so called second-order JahnTeller effects [29, 30]. This theory explains

the emergence of very low frequency phonon mode called as soft phonon mode that is one

of the key signatures of displacive ferroelectricity.

1.3.2 Geometrical Ferroelectricity

Hexagonal perovskite Manganites (RMnO3; R is a rare earth ion) belong to this class of

ferroelectric oxides. In the rare earth series, in periodic table, the atomic radii decreases

along the right of the row from La to Lu ions. When the R site is occupied with a rare

earth ion with bigger ionic radii (La, Ce, Pr or Nd), the perovskite takes an orthorhom-

bic structure due to the large Jahn-Teller distortion in the cubic phase with the Mn3+
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Fig. 1.6 Schematic of the rotation of the MnO5 polyhedra from para to ferroelectric

phase. The numbers denote the bond length in Å, whereas the arrow indicates the

atomic displacement with respect to the centrosymmetric paraelectric phase.Adapted

from Ref.[32] with the permission of Springer Nature

ion in the octahedral environment. Taking the smaller atomic radii (Y, Dy, Er or Lu),

the structure takes a hexagonal phase for stabilization. Unlike the cubic symmetry with

MnO6 octahedra, the hexagonal manganites unit cells are composed of a MnO5 trigonal

bypyramid or polyhedra. The crystal field splitting varies drastically from an octahedral

environment. Here two degenerate eg orbitals (e1
2
g & e2

2
g) with two-fold degeneracy and a

single e1
0
g orbital in the absence of the Jahn-Teller distortion has been observed. Taking

the case of YMnO3 as the most celebrated hexagonal manganite, it undergoes a phase

transition from a paraelectric hexagonal P63/mmc phase to another hexagonal P63cm

phase having a ferroelectric ordering with a TC around 950 K [31]. This noncentrosym-

metric distortion of the unit cell is a result of the buckling of the MnO5 polyhedra. Due to

this buckling, the inversion symmetry of the mirror plane perpendicular to the hexagonal

c axis is lost, resulting an asymmetric change in the Y-O bond along the c direction, as

shown in Figure 1.6. It has been theoretically found that above distortion in the cen-

trosymmetric structure does not change any bonding environment or coordination inside

MnO5 polyhedra and no rehybridization is taking place with offcentering of Mn ions un-

like the case of displacive transition discussed previously [32, 33]. The whole mechanism

which is driven from a geometrical instability thus put these group of materials in the

class of improper ferroelectrics. The hexagonal ferrites (RFeO3) also belong to this class

of ferroelectric oxides. Further details about Geometrical Ferroelectricity will be discussed
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Fig. 1.7 (a) Schematic diagram of the 1D chain showing different types of charge

ordering and the emergence of non zero polarization with the direction indicated with

arrows. Adapted from Ref.[34] with the permission of IOP Publishing. (b) Structure of

BiFeO3 showing the electron lone pair (red) of the Bi3+ ion (grey). The electron cloud is

shifted to FeO6 octahedra generating a spontaneous polarization in [111] direction.

Adapted from Ref.[37] with the permission of Springer Nature.

later in Chapter 4.

1.3.3 Charge ordering and lone pair mechanism

As permanent electric dipoles are the basic ingredients of ferroelectricity, it is natural

that ordering of electrical charges in certain manner sometime triggers the presence of

spontaneous polarization in the crystal structure [34]. The simplest model of a 1D chain

has been presented in Figure 1.7(a) to show the emergence of non zero polarization due

to charge ordering. Firstly, it could be a chain of neutral atoms with no dipole moment.

Secondly, the positive and negatively charged ions can order themselves in alternate sites.

In this site centered case, alternate and opposite dipoles appears that cancel each other

with no net dipole moment. Thirdly, the atoms can arrange with alternative inequivalent

bonds. In this case also spatial inversion symmetry is not broken and the system is non

polar. Finally, it could be a cite centered as well as bond centered simultaneously. In this

case the scenario will be changed completely. We can see clear broken inversion symmetry

due to the combination of both site centered and dimerized bonds with a net and non

zero dipole moment. Fe3O4 [35] and LuFe2O4 [36] are the most interesting examples of

this class of ferroelectric oxides with a charge ordering of Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions.

Lone pair driven ferroelectricity has been found in perovskite oxides containing A site

cation with a 6s2 lone pair such as Bi3+ [37]. It was proposed long back that a lone
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Fig. 1.8 Schematic cartoon for different types of spiral magnetic structure on a 1D

array of magnetic spins S(r). The calculated directions of spontaneous polarization P

calculated from the spin-current model or inverse DM model are also indicated in the

respective structures. Adapted from Ref.[42] with the permission of IOP Publishing.

pair can’t have a character of pure s orbital and always tries to admix itself with a p

orbital [38]. The tendency of stereochemical activity of the lone pair results a broken

spatial inversion symmetry. Taking the example of BiFeO3 as shown in Figure 1.7 (b),

the 6s2 lone pair of Bi3+ ion always pushes itself toward the oxygen anion of FeO6 oc-

tahedra, resulting an offcentering of the Bi3+ ion along with the electron cloud from a

pure spherical shape to lobe shape. This offcentering is further stabilizes itself with the

electron transfer from 6p orbital and appearance of switchable spontaneous polarization

along [111] direction. Similar class of materials that do not have a lone pair in the A site

for example LaMnO3, does not have ferroelectric ordering but BiMnO3 is a ferroelectric

with a transition temperature about 800 K [39].

1.3.4 Coupled polar and magnetic ordering

In the most important class of improper ferroelectric oxides, magnetic ordering in the

structure itself is able to break the spatial inversion symmetry and can generate sponta-

neous polarization. This class of materials are categorized as Type II multiferroics [37],

where a considerable amount of magneto-electric coupling is present. There are many

interesting mechanisms that are responsible for this phenomena and all of them are not
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in the scope of this thesis. Primarily, we will focus and briefly review the most im-

portant and intensely studied mechanism that is the non-colinear spin arrangement in

inverse Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction and spin current model. DM interaction

originates from the relativistic spin-orbit coupling promoting a canting and non-colinear

arrangement of spins as discussed in Section 1.2.3. In the inverse DM interaction, the

competition between AFM/FM interaction due to the geometric frustration in the struc-

ture leads to the non-colinear spin configuration and the spin structure stabilizes itself

via the offcentering in the ion chain, breaking the spatial inversion symmetry. Thus it

generates a spontaneous macroscopic polarization [40, 41]. A detail mathematical model

describing the emergence of polarization due to non-colinear spin configuration has been

developed as the spin current model. A spin current is realized as a flow between the

canted spins Si and Sj in a modulating spin structure in particular direction qm called

as modulation wave vector. Different types of spin currents have been shown in Figure

1.8. The detail calculation shows that the induced macroscopic polarization P could be

expressed as P = η
∑

i,j eij×[Si × Sj] , where η is a coupling constant depends on the

strength of spin orbit coupling and eij is a vector directed towards the line connecting Si

and Sj [42]. One of the most interesting examples of this class of ferroelectric oxides is

orthorhombic TbMnO3 [43]. Bellow the ferroelectric TC , Mn3+ spins arrange in cycloidal

spin arrangement that triggers a spontaneous polarization in the plane of the spiral. The

switching of the modulation wave vector has also been observed with the polarization

reversal on applied electrical field in the polarized neutron scattering experiment [44].

1.4 Importance of Oxide Thin Films

Field of oxide thin films or Oxide Electronics has gained a huge importance in last three

decades with the advancement of new deposition techniques and the control over thin

film growth [45]. An epitaxial oxide thin film is basically an extended single crystal of the

desired material on a preferable single crystalline oxide substrate. The details of the thin

film growth mechanisms and techniques used in this thesis will be discussed in Chapter 2.

The major advantage was to design novel structure and functionality of the material that

are inaccessible in it’s bilk from with the help of reduced dimensionality and strain engi-

neering with substrates [1]. The wide range of substrates that are generally used for the

gradual tuning of oxide functionality with the imposed strain has been shown in Figure

1.9. The first approach was for a homoepitaxy (growth of same material as in substrate)

and reproduction of the existing bulk structure of materials. Later heterostructures and

superlattices [46] have bees explored widely in terms of lattice modulation, interface engi-

neering and doping. Perovskite Oxides have been proved to be very important platform in

this context due to the sooth hierarchy in the lattice mismatch in a wide range of crystal

structures. Ground breaking discovery like the two dimensional gas in the interface of
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Fig. 1.9 pseudo-tetragonal or pseudo-cubic a-axis lattice constants of some ferroelectric

perovskites of current interest along with the commercially available substrates.

Adapted from Ref.[49] with the permission of Annual Reviews.

LaAlO3/SrTiO3 heterostructures [47] and superconductivity in Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 thin film

[48] in last year have pushed the field a step ahead in terms of fundamental research. In

the following section we will primarily survey about the recent developments in the mag-

netic and ferroelectric oxide thin films in terms of technological as well as fundamental

point of view that are in the scope of this thesis.

1.4.1 Modulating polar & magnetic ordering

Thin films & Heterostructures: Thin films of ferroelectric oxides got importance

from the beginning of this century. The major concerns and challenges were the sustain-

ability of the ferroelectricity in ultra-thin films [50], along with the manipulation of the

parameters like ferroelectric TC , spontaneous polarization or applied voltage with strain

engineering [49]. The very first breakthrough was the observation of room temperature

ferroelectricity in SrTiO3 thin film, which is generally paraelectric in any temperature.

Epitaxial strain had enhanced the ferroelectric TC hundred times, which was not previ-

ously possible with chemical doping in bulk samples [51]. Conventional ferroelectric oxide

that was firstly explored as thin film was BaTiO3. The ferroelectric transition tempera-

ture as well as the remnant polarization were dramatically enhanced with respect to the

bulk single crystal depending on the compressive strain imposed by different rare earth

oxide scandate substrate as shown in Figure 1.10 [52]. The most celebrated ferroelectric

perovskite oxide thin film that has been widely studied is BiFeO3 as an effective magneto-

electric multiferroic thin film. A coupling between it’s lone pair driven ferroelectricity

and canted antiferromagnetic order has been observed in thin films that is absent in the

bulk crystal [25]. Study of ferroelectric domains in ultra-thin single crystalline films is
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Fig. 1.10 (A) Polarization-electric field hysteresis loops for strained BaTiO3 thin film

capacitors with SrRuO3 top and bottom electrodes grown on DyScO3 and GdScO3

substrates. The inset shows the hysteresis loop of an unstrained bulk BaTiO3 single

crystal for comparison.(B) Temperature dependence of the in-plane and out-of-plane

lattice parameters of these same strained SrRuO3/BaTiO3/SrRuO3 capacitor structures.

Adapted from Ref. [52] with the terms & conditions of AAAS

also of rapidly growing interest among researchers. Pb(ZrxTi1−x)O3 [53, 54] and BiFeO3

have been studied widely in this context. The complex domain structures of BiFeO3 and

switching with electric field (commonly 71◦ and 109◦) on different substrate plane and

orientations have been studied rigorously for last fifteen years [55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. Thin

films of both orthogonal & hexagonal rare earth manganites have been also intensively ex-

plored, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Recently, a novel rhombohedral phase

of Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 has been epitaxially stabilized on [001] oriented La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/SrTiO3

with a high polarization value [60]. While talking about thin films of magnetic oxides,

ferromagnetic Ferrites with spinel structures (Fe3O4, NiFe2O4, and CoFe2O4) had drawn

the primary attention [61]. The most studied thin films of magnetic oxides are the mixed

valance manganites due to the rich phase diagram consisted with magnetic and metal-

insulator transition, charge ordering, colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) etc [62] for last 20

years. The structural and magnetic properties could be significantly modified with strain

in thin films. Ferromagnetic and half metallic La0.70Sr0.30MnO3 & La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 were

the most investigated manganites in this context. Switching and anisotropy of in-plane

to out-of-plane magnetization has been well observed in La0.70Sr0.30MnO3 on SrTiO3 &

LaAlO3 depending on the applied strain (tensile & compressive) [63, 64]. Sometimes

novel cationic A site ordering of La and Ca in La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 thin film on MgO re-

sults unconventional rhombohedral phase that is unusual in bulk material [65]. A huge

effort has been given in the oxide thin film community doing research on ferroelectric and

magnetic oxide thin film is to make a ferromagnetic ferroelectric oxide with significant
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magneto-electric coupling as most of the bulk multiforrics are antiferromagnets. The in-

tensive study on BiFeO3 [66], BiMnO3 [67], h-YMnO3 [68, 69] and EuTiO3 [70] thin films

are very intriguing in this respect. Artificially engineered ferromagnetic/ferroelectric het-

erostructures such as BaTiO3-CoFe2O4 [71] or BiFeO3-La0.70Sr0.30MnO3 [72] has also been

explored for years for optimization of electric field control of magnetization.

Superlattices: Modulation of polar and magnetic ordering in oxide multilayers or su-

perlattices have been proved to be very powerful over years. Study of LaMnO3/SrMnO3

superlattice has been found to show interesting results. Both LaMnO3 and SrMnO3 are

antiferromagnetic insulators as bulk parent compound. Interestingly, it has been found

that the superlattice becomes a metallic ferromagnet with a repeat length of layers ≤
2 u.c. With increasing the repeat distance the magnetic behaviour gradually becomes

similar to parent LaMnO3 but the electronic conductivity is controlled by the interface

[73]. It was later found that a critical repeat distance triggers a metal-insulator tran-

sition [74] in the superlattice. In recent years, two remarkable discoveries have further

pushed the effect of superlattice. First is the observation of polar vortex & antivortex

pairs in (SrTiO3)n/(PbTiO3)n superlattices on DyScO3 substrate [75] as shown in Figure

1.11(a). Further development comes true last year with the observation of polar skyrmion

for the first time, stabilized at room temperature [76]. Second is an artificially engineered

superlattice (LuFeO3)m/(LuFe2O4)1 as presented in Figure 1.11(b). This superlattice of

geometrical ferroelectric (LuFeO3) and ferrimagnetic (LuFe2O4) has been found to have

strong ferromagnetic & ferroelectric ordering along with considerable magneto-electric

coupling at room temperature [77].

1.4.2 Technological aspect & Device integration

Though there are plenty of applications of ferroelectric and ferromagnetic oxides, in this

section we will primarily focus on the oxide thin films in the context of device science and

technology. The most celebrated application of polar and magnetic ordering is in the non-

volatile Random Access Memory (RAM). It could be either a Ferroelectric Random Access

Memory (FRAM) or Magnetoresistive Random Access Memory (MRAM). Nonvolatility,

that is retaining data even when the power is off along with low power consumption are

the advantage of them over traditional dielectric RAM. For a FRAM, a capacitor with

the ferroelectric is used as memory unit cell. Positive and negative polarization (+P or

-P) work as 0 and 1 binary bits. In contrast, in MRAM, the up and down spins acts as

the bits. The major problem with FRAM is the destructive read process i.e. changing the

stored data while reading it. Many different architectures for FRAM have been proposed

and commercialized over years of development [78, 79]. Modern MRAM works on the

principle of basic Magnetic Tunnel Junctions (MTJ). MTJ is composed of two ferromag-

netic layers (one is fixed and other is free to switch) separated by a non magnetic barrier.
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Fig. 1.11 (a) Observation of vortex-antivortex pair like polar domains in

(SrTiO3)n/(PbTiO3)n superlattices . The atomic polar displacement vectors has been

presented as yellow arrows in HR-STEM images.(b) HAADF-STEM images of

(LuFeO3)m/(LuFe2O4)1 superlattice with different number of repeat unit cell(m) along

with the parent individual structures. Adapted from Ref.[75] &[77] with the permission

of Springer Nature
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Depending on the spin orientation, the electrons scatter while flowing as current in the

junction. This spin dependent scattering offers either low or high resistance of the MTJ

depending on the parallel or anti-parallel spin configuration. The high and low resistance

state work as 0 and 1 binary bits [80]. MTJ and MRAM also have been commercialized

successfully. The current research focus to make a magneto-electric multiferroic RAM

where 4 bits can be used simultaneously (two from polarizations, two from the spins).

The technical problem of data reading in FRAM can be solved here to write with electric

field and read magnetically. Ultra thin (2 nm) La0.1Bi0.9MnO3 has been investigated as

Multiferroic Tunnel Junction and 4 bit operation is well demonstrated by the group of

Nobel laureate Dr. Albert Fert in 2007 [81]. Device optimization or the technology for

commercialization is still under active research and development.

1.5 Motivation & Scope of this Thesis

Motivation of this thesis simply emerges from the rich literature and history of oxide thin

film research. Gradual development in growth and characterization techniques, precise

control over quality of single crystallinity and thickness make the field of Oxide Electronics

an attractive playground for last two decades not only to explore fundamental physics but

also for the pathway to device science. Inducing novel polar and magnetic ordering in

some new strain stabilized engineered oxide thin films as well as heterostructures is going

to be the key focus of this thesis. We have grown and investigated a perovskite, a double

perovskite and a perovskite heterostructure in order to contribute a little to this field.

This Thesis presents:

• The detail mechanism and growth of the epitaxial oxide thin films heterostructure

using low cost vacuum free technique Metal-organic Aerosol Deposition (MAD)

assisted with optical ellipsometry along with conventional technique like Pulsed

Laser Deposition (PLD) assisted with Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction

(RHEED). Both optical ellipsometry and high pressure RHEED have been used to

monitor in-situ growth parameters and precise thickness of the film.

• A newly discovered hexagonal phase of conventional magneto-electric o-TbMnO3.

This hexagonal phase is strain stabilized in thin films and does possess geometrical

ferroelectricity at room temperature. Our deposition technique and growth proce-

dure results a way better growth than previous reports of this artificial metastable

phase in terms of single crystalline quality as well as the sharpness of substrate-

film interface of h-TbMnO3/YSZ(111) films. Detail combined high temperature

measurements such as Transmission Electron Microscopy, Raman Spectroscopy and

Optical ellipsometry point out the ferroelectricity TC ∼ 800 K, for the first time.
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• A first time growth of partially B-site ordered monoclinic epitaxial Tb2CoMnO6

double perovskite thin film on Nb:SrTiO3 (001). Transmission electron microscopy

and electron energy loss spectroscopy mapping shows the presence and distribu-

tion of both Co2+ and Co3+ ions in the film, evidencing a partial B-site disorder,

which was further confirmed by the observation of reduced saturation magnetiza-

tion at low temperatures. Temperature dependent dielectric measurements reveals

an unexpected high temperature dipolar relaxor-glass-like transition at a temper-

ature T∗ ∼ 190 K > TC , which depends on the applied frequency and indicates

a superparaelectric behaviour. Two different dielectric relaxation peaks have been

observed; they merge at T∗ where likely a coupling to the disorder-induced short

range charge-spin correlations results in a 4% magneto-dielectric coupling.

• The growth of 3d-5d based relaxed BaTiO3/SrIrO3 heterostructures, to obtain emer-

gent phenomena arising from the interfacial coupling between B-site (Ti4+; 3d0 and

Ir4+; 5d5) cations. Parent BaTiO3 film shows weak ferromagnetic ordering at TC ∼
136 K, due to the oxygen vacancies, in contrast of paramagnetic nature in strong

spin-orbit coupled SrIrO3 film. Interestingly, in BaTiO3/SrIrO3 heterostructure

we observed magnetic ordering at TC ∼ 160 K. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

of O 1s and Ti 2p reveals the presence of oxygen vacancies and Ti3+ states in

BaTiO3/SrIrO3, similar to the parent BaTiO3. However, significant changes in Ir 4f

spectrum line shape with coverage has been observed in BaTiO3/SrIrO3, in contrast

of parent SrIrO3. Therefore, this remarkable enhancement in TC is attributed with

the interfacial charge transfer process and the presence of strong spin-orbit coupling.

We establish the presence of two new plausible interactions in the system namely

Ti4+ -O- Ir4+ and Ti3+ -O- Ir4+.
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CHAPTER 2

Growth of Oxide Thin Films

As discussed in the previous chapter, diversity in research interest among oxide materials

has been grown exponentially in last 30 years. Due to the novel and emerging functionality,

the field of oxides becomes a major area of research in the field of condensed matter

physics. Starting from binary to ternary oxides with spinel or perovskite structures Oxides

become an important playground of interesting fundamental many body physics due to the

presence of strongly correlated electronic and magnetic states. The hunch for developing

new devices using the broad functionalities of Oxides has given the birth of new technical

field called Oxide Electronics.

The present chapter deals with the details of the growth of magnetic and ferroelectric

Oxide thin films. We first discuss the principles of growth of thin films in general; later

highlight the oxide films. Then the detailed role of substrates in terms of epitaxial relation-

ship is introduced. Thereafter the modern available deposition techniques are discussed.

At the end we present the detailed growth methods intensively used in this thesis namely

Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) and Metal-organic Aerosol Deposition (MAD) techniques

for the deposition of Oxides.
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2. Growth of Oxide Thin Films

Fig. 2.1 Schematic representation of nucleation process during film growth with the

primary components of surface tensions. Adapted from Ref.[1] with the permission of

Elsevier

2.1 Principles of thin film growth

Although the process of thin film growth is quite complex from microscopic point of

view, the key to entire mechanism mostly depends on local thermodynamics. As we

know, any physical system wants to minimize its free energy for stabilization. Here

during film growth the free energy is the surface energy which must be minimized for a

stable film. Mostly, the mechanism of thin film or crystal growth is described in terms

of thermodynamic model of nucleation. From the point of view of droplet theory and

basic capillary action, vapor phase nucleation could be modeled on substrate surface.

This method is well explained by L.W. Martin et al. [1] as depicted in Figure 2.1. The

horizontal components of the of the interfacial surface tensions among the participating

phases are stabilized in equilibrium with the Youngs equation, γsv = γf s+γf vcosθ. Here

γ is the interfacial surface energy. s, v and f refers to the substrate, vapor and film

respectively. θ is the contact angle. For an island type growth θ is always positive and

for a layer by layer growth droplets are parallel to the substrate surface hence θ ∼ 0. So

we have two distinct cases for the film formation. For the first case, γsv < γf s+γf v . In

this case as we see during the growth island type growth is possible if surface tension of

the substrate is less than that of the film and that explains the cluster growth of metal

on non metallic substrate. On the other hand a layer by layer growth occurs when the

vapour wets the substrate or substrate surface tension exceeds than that of the film. As

film - substrate surface tension for different materials are hard to determine sometime,

homoepitaxy could be understood in this scenario for the sake of simplicity.
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2. Growth of Oxide Thin Films

Fig. 2.2 Illustrations of the basic growth modes including (a) Volmer-Weber (island),

(b) Frank-Van der Merwe (layer-by-layer) and (c) Stranski-Krastanov growth.Adapted

from Ref.[1] with the permission of Elsevier

Depending on the above factors and local thermodynamics the growth mechanism could

be categorized into three distinct types. (1) Frank-Van der Merwe or simply layer-by-

layer growth. In this case as explained before thin film growth takes place as atomic

layers. The atomic interaction between film and substrate atoms are much stronger than

intra atomic interaction inside film and deposition takes place as planner sheets. Many

oxide semiconductors are grown in this mode on oxide substrate. (2) Volmer-Weber or

island growth. Due to the strong intra-atomic interactions, films start forming globules

or small islands. This is very common during the growth of dissimilar materials. Mostly

non oxides and metals grow in this mode on oxide substrate. (3) A mixture of layer

by layer and island type growth named as Stranski-Krastanov growth. Here presence of

competitive inter and intra atomic interaction leads to the mixed growth depending on

the local dynamics. This has been observed in many metal-metal or metal-semiconductor

heterostructure [82]. Schematic visualization of various growth process has been presented

in Figure 2.2 [1, 82].

2.2 Role of substrate and strain

Epitaxial thin film growth can be understood as extending the crystal on the single crys-

talline substrate lattice. There could be two possible ways to achieve this. First is the

homoepitaxy where substrate and film are chosen as same material. Due to the exact

matching of the substrate - film lattice parameters, layer by layer epitaxial growth is very
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2. Growth of Oxide Thin Films

Fig. 2.3 Illustration of (a) nearly perfectly lattice matched homoepitaxial growth, (b)

strained, and (c) relaxed heteroepitaxial film growth. Adapted from Ref.[1] with the

permission of Elsevier

much favourable in this scenario. Second is the heteroepitaxy where the film is a different

material than the substrate. The presence of the lattice mismatch between them triggers

two different ways of the stabilization of the film. If the lattice mismatch is small then the

film lattice tries to take the in plane lattice parameter of the substrate and stabilizes in a

strained state. This accommodation of the strain results a reformed crystal structure with

elongation or shortening of lattice parameter or octahedral rotation [83]. The epitaxial

strain could be defined as the lattice mismatch f ∼ | cf - cs | /cf . Where cf and cs are

film and substrate lattice parameters respectively. The film stabilizes with a tensile strain

if cs > cf and with a compressive strain if cs < cf . Typically the epitaxial growth occurs

when f < 0.1 and beyond that interfacial energy is reduced and epitaxy breaks. If the

lattice mismatch is slightly larger than a strained state, the film become relaxed taking its

original bulk lattice parameter. In this case the effect of substrate strain becomes effective

for few layers in the interface. Beyond that the film results a quick relaxation with the

formations of defects or dislocation. Strained state occurs when the the crystal structures

are very similar for both film and the substrate materials. For example, perovskite on

perovskite. Dissimilar structures lead to relaxed film most of the time. Sometime lattice

mismatch f depends on the temperature and thermal expansion coefficients of film and

substrate become crucial for the heteroepitaxy [84]. Figure 2.3 depicts the different ways

of epitaxial growth [187].
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2. Growth of Oxide Thin Films

Fig. 2.4 Schematic structure of the MAD system with the deposition chamber and the

arrangement of heater, nozzle and computerized syringe system. Adapted from

https://www.uni-goettingen.de/en/39787.html with the permission of Prof. V.

Moshnyaga

2.3 Deposition Techniques

Recent advancements on deposition methods have opened a new horizon in the research of

oxide thin films. Growth techniques like Sputtering, Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD),

Laser Ablation specially Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD), Aerosol Deposition, Molecular

Beam Epitaxy (MBE) etc have been proved to be very powerful in terms of sample

quality as well as growth of ultra-thin single crystalline oxide films. Here in this section

two deposition techniques intensively used have been discussed as following.

2.3.1 Metalorganic Aerosol Deposition (MAD)

The thin films examined in Chapter 4 & 5 are produced using the so-called organometallic

aerosol deposition (MAD)[85, 86], with which the most varied oxide layers such as mixed-
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2. Growth of Oxide Thin Films

Fig. 2.5 The real set up for MAD (left) and LOMAD (right) used to grow films at I.

Physikalisches Institut,Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, Germany

valent manganates [85, 86, 87], titanates [88], high-temperature Superconductor cuprates

[89], ZnO [90] or double perovskites [91, 92, 93] in extremely high quality could be grown.

This chemical deposition process is the basis organometallic precursors in the desired

stoichiometric ratio and in the desired concentration in a polar, organic solvent (here

dimethylformamide (DMF); chemical formula: C3H7NO) dissolved and then in ambient

air via a computer-controlled dosing syringe system (type SyrDos 2 from HiTec Forceps)

using compressed air (p ≈ 5 bar) and a pneumatic nozzle as an aerosol heated, crystalline

substrate can be sprayed. The MAD system is shown schematically in Figure 2.4. The

substrate itself is centred in front of the nozzle on a SiC heater, the temperature of which

can be resistively controlled via a power source. Thus, layers with different substrate

temperatures are produced. Depending on the oxide, these are in a range of T = 500 -

1200 ◦C. A water cooling, the compressed air and precise control of the current level via

a computer protect the heater along with the substrate from rapid heating and cooling.

The syringe system can be operated at different speeds (steps per second), which makes

it possible to determine the deposition rate (in µl/s; typically 1 - 100 µl/s) and thus the

growth rate of the layers (in nm/s) is here about 0.1 - 3 nm/s approximately. The growth

of oxide layer on the substrate is based on the principle of chemical vapour deposition by

a pyrolysis reaction, where the metal ions, the dissolved precursors from the droplets of

the aerosol (a few µm droplet size) and the oxygen of the compressed air form the metal

oxide layer, while the remaining solution components (the remaining solvent and organic

residues of the precursor) burn to CO2, H2O and other components with the exhaust

air from the deposition chamber. With the proportional dependence of the oxide layer

thickness from the solution volume, the solution for an atomic monolayer (ML) of the

oxide can be found. Approximately, VML ≈ 5 - 10 µl depending on the oxide, substrate,

temperature and solution concentration. About the precision of the syringes of V ≈ 10 nl
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[94] (the syringe volume is V = 500 µl per complete filling) the layer thickness can be up

to 1/100 of a monolayer to be controlled. In addition, an optional growth control can be

carried out for superlattice layers using an integrated ellipsometry measurement set up

[89, 92, 95, 96]. Compared to molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), the pulsed laser deposition

(PLD), sputtering or thermal evaporation, the MAD offers advantage that there is no

ultra-high vacuum for the layer growth is needed. Furthermore, the growth parameters

such as stoichiometry in the solution, the growth rate, the layer thickness and the growth

temperature vary flexibly for each layer [85, 86]. By growing under ambient air (oxygen

partial pressure pO2 = 0.21 mbar), film also becomes a stoichiometric one and oxygen

deficiency due to oxygen vacancies in the oxide layer is avoided [86]. An aftercare heating

in an oxygen atmosphere is therefore not necessary. However, that must be done for the

pyrolysis reaction and the burning of the solvent a certain temperature is required, so

that a deposition at about room temperature not possible. The interaction must also be

carried out for metals with several oxidation levels of temperature and partial pressure

of oxygen are taken into account at the MAD standard temperature (T = 1000 ◦C) to

obtain the desired oxide [92, 97]. It is therefore necessary to expand the system so that

the oxygen partial pressure during deposition to be able to influence. This enables the

concept of oxygen-reduced MAD (LOMAD, Low Oxygen MAD) [92, 97, 98]. Another

extension is that growth of micro structures with line widths below one micrometer by

local heating the substrate using a position-controllable laser [99]. The detail growth of

the films studied in this thesis has been presented in respective chapters.

2.3.2 Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD)

The thin films examined in Chapter 6 & Appendix A are produced using Pulsed Laser

Deposition (PLD) technique. Laser based ablation technique is one of the most cele-

brated and advanced methods in the community of Oxide thin film growth. Starting from

1980s with the discovery of high TC cuprate superconductors and successful deposition

of YBCO thin films [100] in 1987, pulsed laser deposition has drawn a significant atten-

tion for the development of oxide thin film based research. With various major modern

advancements, PLD technique is now one of the most used methods to grow a wide range

of semiconductors, insulators, superconductors, two dimensional and layered materials.

The schematic diagram for a basic PLD system has been presented in Figure 2.6. Whole

set up is primarily contained with an Excimer Laser, a deposition chamber and an au-

tomated target rotation control system. Pulsed Excimer Lasers are gas lasers containing

mixture of a noble and a halide gas. Both of them don’t react in their ground states but

form bonding while in excited states. As the life time of this excited dimer state is very

short, they quickly decay to their respective ground states with an emission in ultra violet

range. Most common combination that are used in such lasers are ArF, KrCl, KrF, XeCl

and XeF. A KrF laser has been used to grow all the films related to this thesis with a
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Fig. 2.6 Schematic structure of the PLD system with the deposition chamber and the

arrangement of Laser, heater and computerized target system. Adapted from Ref.[101]

with the permission of Dr. Abhijit Biswas

wavelength λ = 248 nm.

The deposition chamber that has been primarily installed and used at IISER, Pune is a

steel vacuum chamber connected with gas controller, vacuum system and the automated

target control system provided by Excel Instruments,Mumbai. Vacuum system consists

of a rotary and a turbo pump by Pfeiffer Vacuum System. The lowest pressure inside the

chamber that can be achieved is around 1 × 10−7 mbar. Substrate could be mounted on

a heater as depicted in the schematic and the targets are placed in front of the heater.

The programmable heater is made of stainless steel and the temperature of which can be

resistively controlled via a power source. The highest temperature that could be achieved

is around 800 ◦C. The target to heater distance is around 6 cm and targets could be

rotated and changed automatically by an external software. The laser beam coming from

the quartz window hits the target at an angle about 45◦. Oxygen partial pressure could be

manually controlled and adjusted with gas controller. Targets are made from the powder

of the required materials/mixture of materials with proper stoichiometry prepared by

standard solid state reaction method. Another advanced chamber that has been used
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Fig. 2.7 The real set up for PLD (left) and RHEED assisted PLD (right) used to grow

films at IISER Pune and UGC-DAE CSR Indore respectively. The real snapshot of the

plasma plume during deposition (inset)

very shortly at UGC-DAE CSR Indore is equipped with Reflection High Energy Electron

Diffraction (RHEED) [102] is used to monitor the in-situ layer by layer growth and the

quality of thin film as shown in Figure 2.7. Here an incident high energy electron beam

(> 1 KeV) at low angle (1 - 4◦) on the substrate surface is reflected to the detector. With

growth of film layers on the substrate it creates diffraction pattern and oscillation of the

RHEED intensity that can give us the quality of the growth and interface as well as the

number of unit cell [103]. The technical details of RHEED have been discussed in chapter

3.

The most interesting and fundamental part of PLD process is the laser-material interaction

and the creation of plasma plume. When a short duration high energy laser pulse is

absorbed at the target surface within a very short area, it primarily cause an electronic

excitation and thermal vibration. After that, thermal melting and evaporation starts

with a highly directed plasma plume consisting of small chunks, atoms, molecules, highly

energetic ions as well as electrons. All these phenomena occurs in a very short duration

of time. Typically the pulse width of the lasers used in PLD is around 20 ns. This flush

evaporation and creation of plasma depend on primarily three factors. They are incident

photon energy, absorption depth of the photon on the target surface and the thermal

diffusion length of the target material. For most oxide materials the absorption depth

is approximately 100 nm for the UV wavelength range used for deposition. The thermal

diffusion length ζ is defined as 2[
(
κ
ρc

)
∆t]1/2, where κ is the thermal diffusivity, ρ is the

mass density of the target, c is the specific heat and ∆t is the pulse duration of the

incident photon [1]. The real image of the plasma plume has been shown in Figure 2.7.

After the creation of highly oriented plasma plume, all the energetic species reached the

substrate placed perpendicular to the center of plume conic and growth starts. Though
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the growth modes in thermodynamic equilibrium have been discussed previously, it could

not be the ideal case for PLD process. Due to the limited amount of surface diffusion and

fast process with the supersaturation of plasma,the deposited material will not have the

enough time to minimize it’s surface energy in an ideal thermodynamic equilibrium. Hence

the kinetic effects have to be taken care of and it lead to the high nucleation rate along

with different growth modes. Surface diffusion coefficient and the surface diffusion length

are the most important kinetic parameters in this respect [103]. Another parameter which

is very important for the PLD growth kinetics, is the laser fluence. It denotes the amount

of energy dumped on the target surface per unit area. Simply it’s the energy density of

the laser pulse expressed in J/cm2. Higher laser fluence increase the kinetic energy of the

charged particles in the plasma plume and hence increase the surface diffusion length.

For most of the oxide materials a laser fluence of 2-3 J/cm2 is generally used. In reactive

PLD process such as deposition of Oxides using O2 partial pressure inside chamber,laser

fluence highly affects the rate of O2 incorporation and the stoichiometry of the film. In

most cases, higher laser fluence combined with high substrate temperature prefer single

crystalline pure phase films. In simple words higher laser energy density makes the ionic

migration process from target to substrate faster and hence reduce the probability of ionic

dissociation or forming any other impurity phases.

2.4 Conclusions

In summary detail mechanism of growing a thin film and role of substrate on the film qual-

ity have been intensively discussed in this chapter. Overview and the detail parameters of

two growth techniques namely Metalorganic Aerosol Deposition (MAD) and Pulsed Laser

Deposition (PLD) have been presented that are rigorously used in this thesis. There are

few advantages as well as disadvantages of PLD over MAD. As an advantage PLD is

an universal and popular technique that can be used to grow variety of other materials

(nitrides, chalcogenides, carbides) other than oxides with suitable gas pressure or in vac-

uum. On the other hand MAD is a very limited and less popular technique that can be

only used to grow oxides as the growth takes place in atmospheric oxygen pressure or

controlled low oxygen pressure. As a disadvantage PLD is very expensive and complex

technique than MAD which is much simpler. MAD grown oxide films are always oxygen

stoichiometric and on the other hand PLD grown films are mostly oxygen deficient to a

certain extent. To study oxygen vacancy in the film PLD and LOMAD could be equally

useful.
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CHAPTER 3

Experimental Techniques

The current chapter gives the brief overview of the major measurement techniques that

have been extensively used in this thesis. Firstly, we review the detailed measurements

for investigation of crystal and electronic structures of the thin films. Focus is on X-ray

Diffraction (XRD), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), Raman Spectroscopy and

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) along with Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

(EELS). Optical Ellipsometry and Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED)

are also discussed as in-situ monitoring techniques for thin film growth. Basic principles

and measurement procedures for Magnetic Measurements using conventional SQUID-

VSM and home built set up for Dielectric Spectroscopy and Resistivity are also discussed

briefly.
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3.1 Structural Characterizations

3.1.1 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

X-ray Diffraction is a non destructive technique to understand a crystal structure.The

basic principle is very simple. X-ray that has a wavelength of same order as the spacing

between atomic planes when passes through the crystal planes, get scattered elastically

from the atomic electron cloud in different planes. The constructive interference between

scattered beams gives the information about the atomic arrangement in the lattice. Quan-

titatively the spacing among the different parallel atomic planes can be evaluated from

the Bragg’s law [104] as given by the equation 2d sinθ = nλ. Here d is the inter planar

distance, θ is the angle between the incident beam and the diffraction plane, n is an

integer and λ is the wavelength of the x-ray. This equation simply defines the criteria

for a constructive interference where the path difference between two beams 2d sinθ is an

integer multiple of the wavelength λ as shown in Figure 3.1 (a) [105]. Bragg’s law could

be understood and derived in more generalised framework with wave vectors where the

change in the respective wave vectors
−→
∆k (

−→
k −
−→
k

′
) and displacement vector

−→
d are related

as
−→
d ·
−→
∆k = 2nπ for a constructive interference as depicted in Figure 3.1 (b) & (c). This

generalised diffraction condition along with Bragg’s law could also be well derived and

represented with the framework of reciprocal space & Fourier analysis where construc-

tion of Ewald sphere and Laue equations are very fundamental [106]. Ewald sphere is a

very simple construction to understand the diffraction pattern geometrically. The gen-

eralized diffraction condition can be written in 3 dimension with the components of the

displacements vector. These three equations are Laue equations. Each Laue equations can

be represented by a cone about the components of displacement vector. Geometrically

the diffraction criteria is visualized with sphere in reciprocal space where all the three

cones lie simultaneously. All the points on the sphere surface hence the planes satisfy the

diffraction condition.

In practical scenario, there are many different geometry of the measurements along with

specified type of samples. Samples could be in either form of powder, single crystal or

thin films. Here we are fully concerned about the measurement of XRD in thin film

samples. The schematic experimental set up has been shown in Figure 3.1 (d). Here

the sample is placed on a goniometer stage. Diffraction conditions for different planes

in a crystalline thin film could be achieved with the tuning of the angles φ, χ and ω.

The most used geometry is Bragg-Brentano θ - 2θ geometry. Here the incident angle θ

is moved in such a way that the coupled detector arm also moves to satisfy the Bragg’s

condition as in Figure 3.1 (a), while all the goniometer angles are fixed. In plane epitaxy

is understood with a φ scan where sample is rotated along the φ axis for a particular θ - 2θ

geometry. This scan could be symmetric (χ=0) or asymmetric (χ 6= 0). The most detail
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Fig. 3.1 (a) Criteria for a constructive interference in Bragg’s angle θ, d is the inter

planer spacing, s is the path difference between the rays, the coloured circles represent

the atomic positions.(b) & (c) Generalised wave vector formalism for the Bragg’s

equation.(d) Detail arrangement of the axes and angles for a thin film XRD

measurement set up equipped with a goniometer stage. Adapted from Ref.[105] with the

terms & conditions of MDPI

measurement is a Reciprocal Space Map (RSM) where a series of θ - 2θ measurements

are done for all the different planes with a gradual change in χ and other parameters

remain fixed. RSM measurement is mainly used in case of epitaxial film to determine the

in plane lattice parameter, substrate strain and crystalline quality. RSM is mostly carried

out for a asymmetric plane that is accessed with tuning a non zero value of χ. Ideally

for a particular plane there should be a sharp spot in the reciprocal space. In practical

situation the spot is broadened due to the defects in the crystal. The extracted 2θ value

from a asymmetric RSM spot is used to calculate in plane lattice parameter of substrate

as well as film using the corresponding symmetry relations. Another important ans simple

measurement is carried out is the Rocking Curve. Here we keep our detector in a fixed

2θ position for a plane of diffraction then the sample is moved around the position with

changing θ.Thus we get a plot of intensity vs θ around a diffraction peak. The broadening

of this curve gives an idea about the crystalline quality of the film. In depth analysis of

the in-plane & out-of-plane strain, dislocations and tilting could be done with this as will

be discussed in subsequent chapters.

3.1.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy is a surface probe spectroscopic technique that is widely

used to analyse local electronic structure, bonding environment and chemical state of the

elements in the sample. The basic principle is based on the famous photoelectric effect.

When a high energy X-ray of particular wavelength λ falls on the surface of a sample, it

kicks the core electrons of the elements present in the sample. The binding energy (EB) of

the ejected core electrons can be calculated as EB = Eλ - (EK + W). Here Eλ is the energy
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of the incident X-ray, EK is the kinetic energy of the photo electron and W is the work

function of the sample surface [107, 108]. The ejected core electrons encounter a number

of inelastic scattering with the lattice (Phonon) as well as other electrons that causes

the decay in the kinetic energy. So the count of the photoelectrons that are reaching

the detector or energy analyser outside is very crucial and it depends on the inelastic

mean free path of the photo electrons inside the sample. Thus sampling depth that is

the maximum depth from where the kicked electrons are reaching the detector is very

less, making XPS a surface probe technique. For most of the samples with a Al kα X-ray

source the sampling depth is approximately 3-10 nm but it could vary for specific samples.

The laboratory based experimental set up for XPS is shown in Figure 3.2 [109]. The

major components are (1) a X-ray source. In most cases an Al or Mg source is used with

their kα lines of Eλ = 1253.6 & 1486.6 eV that are enough to probe core electrons of

most of the elements. (2) An energy analyser of the ejected photo electrons. It is a hemi-

spherical shaped electrostatic filter with a inner and an outer radii for the two concentric

hemispheres. This two oppositely charged hemispheres make a circular trajectory of the

electrons. There is also a negatively charged gate before the entrance of the hemispheres

that set the energy of the incoming electrons and entering the analyser to a constant value

E0. Now depending on the elements for which the spectrum is to be recorded, E0 could

be set accordingly along with the +ve and -ve of the hemispheres for the detection in a

specific energy window. Also a high vacuum system is necessary for the accuracy in the

detection of electron count.

Fig. 3.2 The schematic experimental set up of the XPS spectrometer with the

hemispherical electron energy analyser. Adapted from Ref.[109] under the creative

commons license of Elsevier

The XPS spectra in real experiment is a series of peaks for different core electron for
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the elements present in the sample in a wide range of calculated binding energy. Each

element has their characteristic peaks for different core electron energies. The detail

chemical state and local electronic structure are analysed with the peak positions and the

shape of the peaks. For example a shift in the binding energy that is a chemical shift

gives significant information about the oxidation states of the elements. The peak width

and the broadening also used to quantify the distribution of the elements. The detail

XPS study presented in Chapter 6 & Appendix A were analysed using XPSPEAK 4.1

software. The background was fitted with Shirley background and peaks were fitted with

mix of Gaussian and Lorentzian function.

3.1.3 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman Spectroscopy is a widely used popular spectroscopic technique to analyse crystal

structure, specifically the lattice vibration. This technique is based on the basic principle

of Raman Scattering [110] in light-matter interaction. When an incident light wave inter-

acts with a crystal lattice it can either scatters elastically or non elastically. In a elastic

scattering also called as Rayleigh scattering, the energy of the scattered photon remains

same as the incident photon. Raman scattering is an inelastic scattering where the energy

of the scattered photons can be either lower or higher than the incident photon. Due to

this inelastic scattering, the crystal lattice or molecule vibrates in some specific frequen-

cies called the normal mode of phonon vibration. The energy of the scattered photon

could be expressed as hνs = hνp ± hνosc .νs , νp and νosc are the frequencies of the scat-

tered photon, incident photon and the quantum of the lattice vibration i.e. phonon. The

scattering where the scattered photons gained the energy or have an energy higher than

the incident one is called an anti-Stokes process and the opposite process where scattered

frequency is lower than the incident one is called a Stokes process, as depicted in Figure

3.3 [111]. The semi classical theory of the Raman scattering is explained in the context of

quantum mechanical description of harmonic oscillator. Transition among the quantized

vibrational energy states according to the selection rules gives the characteristic stokes

and anti-stokes lines.

In real experiment a high intensity laser source is used for incident or pump photon.

Mostly visible lasers (blue, green or red) are used in most of the commercial Raman

Spectrometers. Raman spectra is generally recorded in a confocal microscope with a

backscattering geometry. The Rayleigh line is set as zero and the Raman peak intensities

for Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering are plotted with the frequency difference ∆ν with

respect to the zero symmetrically on both sides of Rayleigh line. Each peak corresponds

to a specific normal phonon mode for a particular crystal lattice. As Raman scattering

is highly depended on the symmetry of the molecule or lattice, the polarization of the

incident photon has an influence on the modes of vibration. Mathematically, the normal
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Fig. 3.3 (left) The schematic representation of the vibrational energy states and

transition of the stokes and anti-stokes process. Adapted from Ref.[111] under the

creative commons license of Springer Nature. (right) The Raman Spectrometer used in

this thesis at I. Physikalisches Institut,Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, Germany

modes are expressed as a form of tensor depending on the plane of polarization of the

incident light. Many times parallel and perpendicular polarization trigger separate modes

of vibration that give very important information about the symmetry of the crystal. The

broadening and shift of the peak positions are analysed to reveal crystalline quality and

the presence of other interactions or contributions in the system such as electron-phonon

interaction, spin-phonon interaction, lattice expansion/contraction or anharmonicity of

the vibration [112]. The experimental details of polarization dependent & high tempera-

ture Raman spectra presented in Chapter 4 is given in the section 4.2.2.

3.1.4 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS)

Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy is also a popular spectroscopic technique mainly used

for element detection and to probe the local environment or chemical valance state. This

technique is complementary to the X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and syn-

chrotron based X-ray Absorption Near Edge Spectroscopy (XANES). Basic principle is

based on the inelastic scattering of electrons [113]. When a beam of high energy electron

passes through a sample, the incoming electrons inelastically scatter inside the sample

in different mechanisms like electron-phonon interaction, transition of core electrons to

outer shell, interaction with the free electrons or a removal of core electron i.e. ionization.

Among all these processes, the ionization of the core shell is particularly important for

EELS. In real EELS spectrum this ionization for specific elements are represented as dif-

ferent edges. EELS spectrum is plotted as scattered electron intensity vs the energy loss

of the detected electrons. Within the full spectrum, all the ionization edges for different
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elements present in the sample with the characteristic value of energy loss. The shape

and the position of the edges gives the detail information about the relative concentration

of the elements along with the local chemical environment.

In real experiment, an EELS measurement is attached with a Transmission Electron Mi-

croscopy (TEM) set up as will be discussed in next subsection. The transmitted electrons

are detected and analysed with an electron detector. In many cases, EELS spectrum is

recorded both in transmission or reflection geometry. The most important use of this

technique in the context of thin film is the EELS mapping in high spacial atomic res-

olution. In an epitaxial oxide film, individual atoms of different elements in layers are

mapped with high resolution in modern EELS mapping in selected area [114]. The recent

development and advancement in Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM)

and High-angle annular dark field (HAADF) imaging makes the atomically resolved EELS

mapping as one of the most powerful tool to probe the interfacial structure in oxide thin

film heterostructures and superlattices. Both EELS spectra and selected area mapping

has been proved as powerful evidence of partial B-site ordering in a double perovskite as

presented in Chapter 5.

3.1.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Transmission Electron Microscopy is one of the most used microscopic techniques in ma-

terial science. An electron beam is transmitted through a thin prepared sample and the

lattice structure is imaged due to the wave nature of electrons. TEM enables the imag-

ing of the local structure and chemistry, where the spatial resolution is fractions of a

lattice constant. For TEM investigations, firstly a lamella is prepared from the sample

which represents a cross section through the heterostructure. The thickness of the lamella

must be less than 100 nm so that the electron beam is not completely absorbed in the

lamella and transmission of the electron beam is possible. Typically, the TEM lamella is

produced by cutting the sample with a focused ion beam (FIB). Many times defects are

produced specially in complex oxide thin films due to the bombarding with high-energy

ions in vacuum. So many times ion etching (Ar ions) is used to the remove the first few

layers with a grazing incidence and thus no defects are induced in deeper layers. Now

the electron beam can transmit through the lamella and can interact inside the material.

The transmitted and scattered electrons are detected with mainly two different modes

and detectors. First is an Axial Bright Field Detector placed directly in the path of the

transmitted electron beam. Both fully transmitted and scattered electrons are detected

here and a bright low contrast image is produced. Second is an Annular Dark Field (ADF)

Detector placed outside the direct transmitted beam. With the use of high-angle annular

dark-field (HAADF) imaging where only scattered electrons are detected, high contrast

atomically resolved image of the specimen is produced [115, 116]. The schematic diagram
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Fig. 3.4 The schematic diagram of a Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy

(STEM) set up equipped with HAADF detector and EELS mapping. Adapted from

Ref.[116] with the permission of Oxford University Press.

of a scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy has been presented in Figure 3.4 [116].

Now in advanced TEM set up, the electron beam is used in a scanning mode (STEM)

over the different parts of the sample for better signal and EELS mapping as discussed in

previous section. Along with EELS, the STEM set up is also used to produce a Selected

Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) pattern from the sample which is complementary to

the X-ray Diffraction to analyse local symmetry and crystal structure of the specimen.

The STEM images, SAED patterns EELS mapping presented in Chapter 4 & 5 are mea-

sured by Dr. Vladimir Roddatis in Institut für Materialphysik, Georg-August-Universität

Göttingen, Göttingen, Germany. The experimental details are presented in the measure-

ment sections of respective chapters.

3.2 Thin film monitoring

3.2.1 Optical Ellipsometry

Optical Ellipsometry is an useful technique to study the quality of a thin film. It is widely

used to monitor the growth of a thin film, determination of the thickness and optical con-
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stants such as refractive index. The basic principle is the change of the polarization state

of light after reflection or transmission from a medium. In an ellipsometric measurement

a light beam with a definite polarization is reflected from the thin film surface and the

change in polarization for the reflected beam is detected. A standard ellipsometry set up

installed inside the MAD chamber has been shown in Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2. The oscil-

lating electric field vector (
−→
E ) of an incident linearly polarized light can be decomposed

into two parts. One component is oscillating in the plane of the incidence called p com-

ponent (
−→
Ep) and the other is oscillating perpendicular to that plane called s component

(
−→
Es). The complex reflection coefficients for both components (rs & rp) are defined as

[117]

rs = [ | Er
s | / | Ei

s |]ei(δ
s) and rp = [ | Er

p | / | Ei
p |]ei(δ

p)

Here δs & δp are the phase difference between incident and reflected beam for s and p

component respectively. In Optical Ellipsometry two parameters ∆ & Ψ are detected. ∆

is the overall phase difference between p & s component (δp - δs). Amplitude ratio of the

two components (| rp | / | rs |) are defined as tanΨ. ∆ & Ψ are related as the equation

rs/rp = tanΨei∆. This is the most fundamental equation of Optical Ellipsometry. The

ellipsometry measurements yield the ratio of the complex reflection coefficients rp and rs.

Now the calculation of individual ∆ & Ψ along with refractive index of the film is not

very straightforward and could be done with different models with the help of Fresnel

equations. Two primary parameters that are calculated from measurement are complex

refractive index and the film thickness.

When a polarized light beam is partially reflected and refracted from a medium j to

another medium k, the incident and refracted rays make angles θj & θk to the normal to

the interface, Fresnel equations relate the reflection coefficients to the complex refractive

index of the medium as following.

rs = (Njcosθj - Nkcosθk)/(Njcosθj + Nkcosθk)

&

rp = (Nkcosθj - Njcosθk)/(Nkcosθj - Njcosθk)

Here Nj & Nj are complex refractive index of the respective mediums. Now using the

Snells law Njsinθj = Nksinθk and the relation rs/rp = tanΨei∆ one can calculate the

refractive index of medium k taking medium j as air so that Nj = 1. For determining film

thickness along with taking contribution of the reflection from substrate-film interface,

more complex model is used and both the thickness and complex refractive index are

calculated more accurately with solving non complex linear equations analytically [118,

119]. The experimental details for the high temperature ellipsometry results presented in

this thesis are given in the measurement section of Chapter 4.
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Fig. 3.5 The schematic representation of the RHEED system installed inside a Pulsed

Laser Deposition chamber. Adapted from Ref. [122] with the permission of Elsevier

3.2.2 Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED)

Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction is a well known surface probe diffraction

technique to monitor thin film growth as well as the quality of the thin film [120]. A

beam of high energy electron preferably in the range of 10 - 100 KeV is reflected from a

substrate/film surface at a very small glancing angle (θg) around 0.5 - 6◦. The reflected

beam is detected in a fluorescent phosphor screen. The glancing angle helps the electron

beam to interact only with few layers and the surface of the sample. The reflected beam

from the surface and upper layers interfere constructively and create diffraction spots

in the screen similar to the Laue pattern as observed in SAED in TEM. The observed

pattern is analysed with the framework of the construction of Ewald sphere similar to the

X-ray diffraction as discussed previously. An experimental RHEED pattern consists of

semi circular array of spots correspond to the family of parallel planes. Any deformation

in the RHEED spots provides crucial informations about the crystalline quality of the

surface [121].

One of the most importance of RHEED technique is the monitoring of thin film growth.

Time dependent RHEED intensity is monitored for a particular spot during the growth

of thin films. The intensity oscillates periodically with the number of unit cell growth

[122]. Hence layer thickness or number of layers could be calculated from the number of

full RHEED oscillations. The sharpness in the oscillation also gives an idea of the quality

of interface in a heterostructure. The schematics of an experimental set up of RHEED

system has been shown in Figure 3.5. The result of RHEED intensity and pattern for the

growth of BaTiO3/SrIrO3 heterostructure has been presented in Chapter 6.
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Fig. 3.6 The schematic basic diagram for a SQUID-VSM setup showing the

arrangement of superconducting second order gradiometer coil inductively to SQUID.

The voltage profile coupled with the SQUID for the detection of magnetic moment has

been shown as a function of sample position due to the movement of magnetic specimen

through the pickup coil. Adapted from Ref. [125]

3.3 Physical property measurements

3.3.1 DC Magnetization

A commercial Quantum Design’s MPMS SQUID-VSM magnetometer has been used for

for all the macroscopic bulk magnetization measurements as presented in this thesis.

SQUID-VSM can be considered as the hybrid of the two individual magnetometers. One

is a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) and another is superconducting quantum

interference device (SQUID).

Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) works on the basic principle of Faraday’s law of

induction. When a magnet moves through a conducting coil, an electric voltage is pro-

duced in the circuit. According to the law the induced emf (ε) generated in a conducting

coil with ’n’ turn and area ’A’ due to change in magnetic flux φ is proportional to the rate

of change of flux associated with coil as given by the relation [123] ε = −ndΦ
dt

= −nAdB
dt

,

where B is the induced magnetic field. Now to detect the magnetic field the sample is

vibrated through a coil or a combinations in a particular frequency. The accuracy of

the detection depends on the coil geometry and the sample positioning. Though the

sensitivity of VSM is not much good but the measurement is quite fast.
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superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) is a closed superconducting loop

with two parallel tunnel junctions where a thin insulating layer is sandwiched between

the two ends of the superconducting wire called as Josephson junctions. According to

the formulation of Landau-Ginzburg theory, the magnetic flux (Φ) associated with a

superconducting loop is quantized with a value φ = −nhc
2e

[124]. The minimum flux

quantum that could be detected is |φ0| = hc
2e

= 2.07 × 10−15Wb. In a SQUID loop the

total superconducting current is a periodic function of the associated magnetic flux in

presence of weak magnetic field and they are related as Itot ∝ cos
(
eΦ
}c

)
.

In a commercial SQUID-VSM the sample is vibrated with a fixed frequency through a

superconducting gradiometer coil which is inductively coupled to a magnetically-shielded,

DC SQUID as shown in Figure 3.6. A second order gradiometer coil is used to eliminate

any linear or distant field such as earth’s magnetic field. A transport rod is used to put

the thin film sample and holder through the coils and gradually moves to determining the

maximum signal for the thin film position [125]. Then the sample is vibrated about this

mean position by a frequency of 14 Hz. SQUID VSM thus combines the high sensitivity

of the SQUID with high speed of measurement of a conventional VSM. The conventional

protocols used for the temperature dependent and field dependent magnetization mea-

surements have been stated in the measurement sections of respective chapters.

3.3.2 Dielectric Measurements

Measurement of dielectric constant of a material yields very important information re-

garding the electrical conductivity, dynamics of electric dipoles and polar ordering. Tem-

perature and frequency dependence of dielectric constant has been proved to be an useful

tool for investigating different kind of long-range polar ordering including ferroelectric

transition. Though there are many standard measurements for dielectric constant, we

have used a parallel plate capacitor geometry to measure the frequency and temperature

dependent capacitance and hence calculate the dielectric constant.

A standard home built set up has been used for this measurement. The components have

been shown in Figure 3.7. They are (i) a 9 T superconducting magnet and liquid He

cryostat from Oxford Instruments for magnetic field dependent measurement, (ii) a home

made insert with temperature sensor and sample mounting stage, (iii) a temperature

controller and (iv) a standard Keysight E4980A LCR meter operating in a frequency

range 20 Hz to 2 MHz. A lab view programme is used for automatic data acquisition

with temperature and frequency variation. Capacitor geometry has been made with a

conducting substrate (Nb:SrTiO3) as bottom electrode and circular gold pad on top of

the thin film as top electrode. The sample has been mounted on the temperature stage

of the insert and electrodes are connected with copper wires.
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Fig. 3.7 The real Dielectric measurement set up used in this thesis at UGC-DAE-CSR

Indore

The complex dielectric permittivity ε(ω) can be expressed as ε
′
(ω)− iε′′(ω) where the real

part ε
′
(ω) gives the dielectric constant and ε

′′
(ω) provides information about the dielectric

loss. The dielectric loss or the dissipation factor is quantified as ε
′′
(ω)/ε

′
(ω) = tanδ,

where δ is the phase angle in the complex plane. In a dielectric measurement ε
′
(ω) and

tanδ are measured as a function of both temperature and frequency. The measurement

is done through measuring the complex capacitance of the required material in parallel

plate geometry. The LCR meter basically operates in a Wheatstone bridge circuit. With

the other known impedances in three arms the complex impedance Z∗(ω) of the desired

material can be evaluated at the null deflection condition of the bridge. The complex

capacitance C∗(ω) is calculated as C∗(ω) = −i/ωZ∗(ω), where ω is the angular frequency

of the applied AC voltage. Hence the complex permittivity ε(ω) is expressed as ε(ω) =

C∗(ω)d/ε(0)A. Here d is the thickness of the film, A is the area of the parallel electrodes

and ε(0) is the permittivity of free space. A frequency range of 1 kHz to 100 kHz and a

constant DC voltage of 0.2 V has been used for all the dielectric investigations presented

in Chapter 5.
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3.3.3 Resistivity

Resistivity measurement on thin films has been done in standard four probe measurement.

Four gold pads have been deposited with specific gaps in a line array on the film surface.

The two end pads are for the current leads (I+ & I−) for applying a constant current in

the system and two middle ones are the voltage leads (V+ & V−) used to measure the

voltage difference. The separation between the voltage leads has been keep maximum for

better signal. Copper wires were soldered with indium to make contact on the gold pads.

A constant current in µA has been applied in the current leads and the corresponding

voltage difference has been recorded across the voltage leads. The resistivity is calculated

by Ohms law. The temperature and magnetic field dependent measurement has been done

inside a liquid He cryostat and 9 T superconducting magnet from Oxford Instruments. A

home built insert has been used to mount the sample. The thin films on the insulating

substrates (SrTiO3 or Al2O3) have been mounted by sticking with GE Varnish. The DC

resistivity measurements are done in the temperature range 5K - 300K and in an applied

magnetic field 0T - 8T.
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CHAPTER 4

Strain-Driven Structure-Ferroelectricity Relationship in h-TbMnO3

Films

This chapter presents the growth of high quality epitaxial h-TMO/YSZ(111) films and

their structural transformations are analyzed by means of various ex- and in-situ charac-

terization techniques. A temperature dependent Raman spectroscopy revealed structural

phase transition from P63cm to P63/mcm structure at TC ∼ 800 K. Optical ellipsometry,

confirming a phase transition at 800 K, indicates a change of charge transfer from oxy-

gen to Mn, at the structural phase transition. In situ transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) of the lamella samples displayed an irreversible P63cm-P63/mcm transformation

and vanishing of ferroelectric domains already at 410 K. At the same time, the room tem-

perature TEM of h-TMO films after the temperature cycling (300K-1300K-300K) revealed

an inhomogeneous microstructure, containing ferroelectric and paraelectric nanodomains

with P63cm and P63/mcm structure, respectively. We point out a strong influence of

stress relaxation, induced by the sample geometry as well as by temperature cycling, onto

the structure and ferroelectricity in h-TMO thin films. The contents of this chapter are

published in Physical Review B 102, 104106 (2020).
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4.1 Introduction

Rare earth manganites, ReMnO3 with Re = La to Lu, manifest a family of strongly

correlated electronic oxides with rich emerging properties, for example, high-temperature

ferroelectricity, magnetic ordering and magneto-electric coupling [126, 127]. Two distinct

crystal structures, i.e. orthorhombic (Pnma) and hexagonal (P63cm), were revealed for

large (La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy) and small (Y, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu) rare earth

cations, respectively. Both structural polymorphs demonstrate coupled ferroelectric and

magnetic properties, although the origin and the emergence of ferroelectric ordering is

drastically different. In the Pnma structure, the improper ferroelectricity with very low

Curie temperatures, TC ∼ 15 K (o-HoMnO3) [128], has a magnetoelastic origin; the

modulation of magnetic structure results in a typically small spontaneous polarization,

PS = 0.5 µC/cm2 (GdMnO3) [129]. In contrast, the ferroelectricity in the hexagonal phase

originates from the geometric distortion, yielding a very high TC ∼ 1000 K [130, 131] and

much larger polarization, PS = 5.5 µC/cm2 in h-YMnO3 [132, 133]. For most of the

hexagonal manganites ferroelectricity arises from the K3 tilting of the MnO5 bipyramids.

The coupling of this distortion to the polar Γ−2 mode along with a buckling of Re-layer

[134] results in an off-centrosymmetric displacement of oxygen and rare earth atoms.

These structural modifications, having the form of buckling of atomic chains [135], can

be directly visualized by means of a high resolution electron microscopy.

Epitaxial h-ReMnO3 films and heterostructures could be specially interesting for nanoscale

science and applications, the growth of which was already demonstrated by different phys-

ical and chemical vapor deposition techniques [135]. There were published several reports

[136, 137, 138, 139, 140] on hexagonal films with small Re-cations (Ho, Er, Y), showing

relatively high ferroelectric transition temperatures, e.g. TC = 875-1100 K and large

saturation polarization, PS ∼ 10-12 µC/cm2. However, the h-YMnO3 thin films pos-

sess a lower polarization (1.7 µC/cm2) than its bulk form (5.5 µC/cm2) [141]. General

features of thin films, pointed out by Fontcuberta [141], are the reduced values of rem-

nant polarization and ferroelectric Curie temperatures compared to the bulk values. In

addition, nanodomains with orientations different from the main epitaxial phase were ob-

served for films with different thickness and grown by different techniques [142]. Likely,

such nanodomains are responsible for the reduction of the remnant polarization. Another

important parameter, strongly influencing the properties of thin h-ReMnO3 films, is the

partial pressure of oxygen, PO2, during preparation and related to it oxygen deficiency.

Jang et al.[138] pointed out the oxygen deficiency to be responsible for the appearance of

magnetic disorder and spin-glass state concurring with the dominating antiferromagnetic

ordering in h-ReMnO3 films. Moreover, the development of an inhomogeneous stress state

and strain gradient in the HoMnO3 films, prepared at PO2 ∼ 10-300 mbar, is shown to be
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influenced by oxygen deficiency, resulting in a giant flexoelectric effect12 for films grown

at low pO2.

However very little is known on the h-ReMnO3 films with larger RE-cation, like Tb,

which can be obtained as a metastable phase in strain-stabilized thin films. The reports

on the preparation of h-TbMnO3 films are scarce and the obtained results are controver-

sial. Namely, Lee et al. [143, 144] demonstrated a stabilization of the hexagonal phase

in TMO films grown by means of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on Pt(111)/Al2O3(0001)

and yttrium-stabilized zirconia (YSZ(111)) substrates. The films were found to be ferro-

electric (FE) with TC ∼ 60 K and a transition into an antiferroelectric (AFE) phase for

T > TC was observed. Kim et al. [145] reported ferroelectricity at room temperature in

a PLD-grown h-TMO film and demonstrated the switching of the ferroelectric polariza-

tion by means of a piezo-force microscopy; no AFE phase was observed in contradiction

with the previous report. By first principle calculations Kim et al. [145] predicted the

ferroelectricity in h-TMO to have the same mechanism as in other hexagonal manganites.

However, the information on the ferroelectric domain structure as well as on the Curie

temperature for this strain-stabilized h-TMO phase is still absent and the microscopic ori-

gin of this FE phase was not experimentally confirmed. A special interest for the h-TMO

films is motivated by its lower thermodynamic stability, compared to other h-manganites

(Re=Y-Lu), which allows one to expect a pronounced influence of the lattice strain on

the ferroelectric/structural phase transition.

The high-temperature structural/ferroelectric transitions in h-manganites have been stud-

ied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) [146]. A one-step transition from the low temperature

P63cm structure to the high temperature P63/mcm structure was shown, primarily caused

by the Re-OP displacement of the K3 phonon mode. A nonlinear optical second harmonic

generation (SHG) as a contact-free technique [130, 147, 148, 149], probing the spontaneous

polarization, allows one to determine the ferroelectric TC . However, as noted by Lilien-

blum et.al [130] to avoid the inhomogeneity effects due to differently polarized ferroelectric

domains, a preparation of single-domain state by poling and, hence, the availability of

a bottom electrode is necessary even for SHG study of a thin film. In addition, Raman

scattering was also shown to be an effective nondestructive optical probe of the structural

phase transition in hexagonal manganites. Applied to YMnO3 bulk samples it reveals

the change of the A1 symmetry of the dominating phonon mode at ∼ 680 cm−1 in the

ferroelectric P63cm into the A1g symmetry in the paraelectric P63/mcm phase [150]. How-

ever, studies of high temperature phase transitions in h-films are very limited and one

can mention the observation of ferroelectric TC ∼ 1020 K by monitoring the temperature

behavior of the A1 mode in the Raman spectra of the multiferroic 200 nm thick h-LuFeO3

thin film [151].
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One can conclude that although the ferroelectric behavior of the h-ReMnO3 films were

well documented, their ferroelectric (TC) and magnetic (TN) values were found to be

smaller than those obtained in the corresponding bulk materials. The deviations of the

film properties were assigned to the formation of oxygen vacancies [138] as well as to the

epitaxy strain [152] and strain gradient effects [137]. Here, we report h-TMO/YSZ(111)

films grown by means of a metalorganic aerosol deposition (MAD) technique [153], which

provides a high partial oxygen pressure pO2 ∼ 0.2 bar during deposition, allowing to

prevent the formation of oxygen vacancies in the film. In addition, the close to equilibrium

MAD growth conditions result in epitaxial coherently grown TMO films on YSZ(111) with

perfect crystallinity as well as atomically sharp and flat film/substrate interfaces. The

atomically resolved HAADF-STEM evidences the characteristic periodic buckling of Tb

ions, indicating the presence of the FE domains, vertically aligned with respect to the film

plane. The FE/PE transition at TC ∼ 800 K was determined by means of temperature

dependent Raman spectroscopy and optical ellipsometry.

4.2 Experimental Section

4.2.1 Growth of h-TbMnO3 films

The h-TMO films with a thickness d=50 nm have been grown by MAD technique on

commercial YSZ(111) substrates (Crystal GmbH) by using Tb- and Mn-acetylacetonates

as precursors. Precursor solutions in dimethylformamide with concentration 0.02 M (for

Mn-precursor) and molar ratios Tb/Mn=1.15 was used.The films were grown with the

rate, v=6 nm/min, by spraying the precursor solution by dried compressed air onto the

YSZ substrate heated to Tsub ∼ 900-1000 ◦C in ambient atmosphere. After preparation

the films were quenched down in 1 minute to about 600 ◦C and then cooled down to room

temperature in 5 min. The substrate temperature was controlled by a pyrometer and by

in-situ optical ellipsometry.

4.2.2 Measurement details

XRD (Cu-Kα radiation, θ - 2θ Bragg-Brentano geometry), rocking curves (ω -scans),

asymmetric φ -scan and small-angle X-ray reflectivity (XRR) were used to characterize

the structure and thickness of the films. Polarization dependent Raman spectroscopy

was carried out at room temperature by using a confocal Raman microscope (LabRAM

HR Evolution, Horiba Jobin Yvon) in a back scattering geometry with a continuous wave

Nd:YAG laser (λ =532 nm, P0 = 1.3 mW). Temperature dependent Raman measurements

were performed in back-scattering geometry with a long range 50x objective on the film

samples, glued by Ag paste on a Cu sample holder, which was attached to a TiN resistive

heater. A NiCr-Ni thermocouple was used to measure the temperature of the Cu sample
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holder. The in-situ optical ellipsometry was measured during the growth, cooling and

subsequent heating of the films by using a home-made optical setup of the polarizer-

modulator-sample-analyser (PMSA) type. A He-Ne laser beam (λ = 0.6328 µm) was

focused on the sample at an incident angle close to Brewster angle of YSZ substrate, θB

∼ 60.5◦. The ellipsometric phase shift angle ∆, and polarization rotation angle Ψ, were

measured by using lock-in technique at fundamental and second harmonic frequencies, ω

= 50 kHz and 2ω, respectively (ω is the modulation frequency of the light polarization).

The real and imaginary part of refraction index at λ = 0.6328 µm was calculated using

Fresnel formulas by modelling the sample as a thin film and infinitely thick substrate.

Additionally, the measurements of the blank substrates were done for reference. The

local structure of TMO films was studied by Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy

(STEM) using an FEI Titan 80-300 G2 environmental transmission electron microscope

(ETEM), operated at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV. TEM lamellas were prepared by

Focused Ion Beam (FIB) lift-out technique using a ThermoFischer (formely FEI) Helios

4UC instrument.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Structural Characterizations

4.3.1.1 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

In Figure 4.1 (a) we show the XRD patterns of a stoichiometric TMO/YSZ(111) film,

prepared with an optimal precursor molar ratio Tb/Mn=1.15. Along with the YSZ(111)

substrate peaks one can see the system of reflexes from the (000l) planes of a h-TMO phase,

evidencing an out-of-plane epitaxial growth. The calculated c-axis lattice parameter c =

1.1182 nm, from one side, significantly smaller than the theoretically estimated value c0

= 1.153 nm for a strain-free h-TMO film [145] and, from another side, is much closer

to the theoretical value for a strained h-TMO film, cth = 1.1057 nm, also obtained by

first principles calculations [145]. Comparing the measured and the theoretical values

of the c-lattice parameter for strain-free h-TMO, a large out-of-plane tensile stress, ε⊥

= (c - c0)/c0 ≈ - 3%, can be deduced in the MAD grown h-TMO/YSZ films. Note,

that the theoretically estimated value of the in-plane a-lattice constant for a strain-free

h-TMO is a0 = 0.620 nm [145], but one cannot compare it with the bulk strain-free

value simply because TMO does not exist in the bulk form. However, considering the

in-plane epitaxy relation [11-20]TMO//[110]Y SZ [154, 155] observed for epitaxial growth

of h-YMnO3/YSZ(111) films, the corresponding in-plane film/substrate lattice mismatch

(
√

2aTMO/
√

3aY SZ -1) would be fully compensated for a hypothetical TMO film with

in-plane lattice constant, aTMO = (
√

3/
√

2)aY SZ = 0.6277 nm (aY SZ = 0.5125 nm [156]).

We performed the reciprocal space mapping(RSM) of the TMO[11-22] peak (Figure 4.1
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Fig. 4.1 Structural characterization of h-TMO/YSZ(111) films: (a) XRD (θ - 2θ)

pattern of a representative film shows the [000l] out-of-plane epitaxy. The inset

demonstrates rocking curves of h-TMO[0002] and YSZ[111] peaks with almost the same

FWHM ∼ 0.032◦; (b) a reciprocal space mapping (RSM) of a film [11-22] peak and (c)

Φ-scan of the [11-22] film peak evidences the in-plane epitaxy with hexagonal symmetry

(b)) and, considering the measured c-axis lattice parameter, c = 1.1182 nm, the in-plane

lattice constant a = 0.6277 nm of h-TMO/YSZ(111) film was determined. The measured
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value fits perfectly to the above estimated hypothetical aTMO, thus, evidencing a full

compensation of the film/substrate in-plane misfit. It exceeds the theoretically estimated

lattice constant of a strained-free h-TMO, a0 = 0.620 nm [148] and implies the presence of

an in-plane stress ε‖ =(a0 - aTMO)/a0 = -1.2% in the h-TMO/YSZ(111) film. Importantly,

no signs of the orthorhombic phase or other impurity phases were seen in XRD for the

MAD-grown h-TMO films. The rocking curve of the (0002) peak, shown in the inset of

Figure 4.1 (a), displays a full-width-on-half-maximum, FWHMTMO = 0.033◦, which is

very close to that for the substrate, FWHMY SZ = 0.032◦, measured with our XRD setup.

Thus, the crystalline quality of our h-TMO/YSZ(111) films is solely determined by the

substrate quality as should be in the case of a true epitaxial growth. In-plane epitaxy of

a h-TMO film was verified by the full Φ-scan around the [11-22] peak shown in Figure 4.1

(c). It obeys a six-fold hexagonal symmetry and contains very narrow (FWHM ∼ 0.2◦)

and intense peaks.

4.3.1.2 Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM)

In Figure 4.2 (a), we present a high resolution cross-section STEM image of a h-TMO

film on YSZ(111), showing a coherent growth with in-plane epitaxial relationships be-

tween the planes [-1100]TMO//[1-10]Y SZ . The atomically sharp and flat film/substrate

interface contains no signs of chemical intermixing and misfit dislocations, pointing out

the existence of coherent epitaxy of h-TMO/YSZ(111) films in full agreement with X-ray

data (Figure 4.1). One can clearly see shifts of Tb ions from the atomic planes, which

were also observed for other bulk hexagonal manganites [157, 158, 159, 160] and ferrites

[161] and argued to be characteristic feature of the ”geometric ferroelectricity”. More-

over, following the ”Tb shifts” along the same atomic layer one can find regions where

the characteristic ”up”-”up” shift sequence (left part of Figure 4.2 (b), changes to the

”down”-”down” sequence (right part of Figure 4.2 (b)). This signals the crossing of FE

domain boundary and allows one to superimpose the TEM image onto the FE domain

structure. The latter contains domains with electrical polarization aligned perpendicular

to the film plane and with a lateral size varying in the range ∼ 5-20 nm. The observed

FE domain boundary/wall is very sharp (typically 1 u.c.), directly linking the ”up”- and

”down”-shifted Tb ions. The domains are elongated along the z-axis and can originate

from the substrate surface as some of large domains were seen to form at the atomic steps,

originated from the screw dislocations ending at the substrate surface (Figure 4.2 (c)).

However, the domain size seems to be not necessarily correlated with the film thickness as

shown in Figure 4.2 (d). It is worth to mention that according to our TEM study the very

first 3-4 u.c. of h-TMO do not reveal pronounced and long-range ordered ”Tb-shifts”,

possibly indicating the absence of ferroelectricity in very few layers close to the substrate.

Nordlander et. al [140] have related the absence of improper ferroelectricity in ultrathin

(3 u.c.) YMnO3 films to the mechanical clamping to the substrate, which leads to the
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vanishing of the long-range order in displacements of Y atoms. Apparently, also in case

of our strain-stabilized h-TMO/YSZ films the short-range order Tb displacements can be

seen in a selected region close to the substrate in Figure 4.2 (c) in full agreement with the

results presented in ref [140].

4.3.2 Determination of ferroelectric TC

4.3.2.1 High temperature STEM & SAED

In Figure 4.3, we present the in-situ TEM heating experiments, performed to monitor the

changes of atomic structure and morphology of ferroelectric domains in the stoichiometric

h-TMO lamella sample with increasing temperature. Electron diffraction patterns, col-

lected at every 5 K by heating, do not show any changes for T = 300-400 K. However, at

T = 405 K new superstructure spots, marked with the white arrow in the inset in Figure

4.3 (c), show up, signalling the beginning of a phase transformation. Finally, at T =

410 K all spots originating from the ferroelectric hexagonal P63cm structure along with

Tb shifts disappear and another hexagonal P63/mcm structure is formed similar to the

structural transformation described for the bulk h-YMnO3 [?]. One has to note that such

structural transformation was found to be irreversible in the h-TMO film lamella. Most

probably, it is related to the temperature-induced full stress relaxation because of a plastic

deformation of very thin (∼ 20 nm) TEM lamella with very large aspect ratio 1 × 10. A

direct evidence of stress relaxation by formation of misfit dislocations in the TEM lamella

sample can be seen in Figure 4.3 , which shows the HRTEM images collected before 4.3 (e)

and after 4.3 (f) the in situ TEM annealing. One can see that the sample, being initially

coherently strained and displaying FE-domains, was fully relaxed and domain-free after

the thermal cycling (300-410-300 K), which results in the formation of a system of misfit

dislocations placed at a distance 2 nm. Considering the above estimated in-plane tensile

stress as a lattice misfit f = 1.2%, the calculated equilibrium distance between disloca-

tions d = aY SZ/(2f) = 2.1 nm is in excellent agreement with observations in Figure 4.3

(f). This extrinsic transition is very unusual at such low temperature in comparison to

the fellow family members of hexagonal manganites. The relaxation of stress presumably

by means of plastic deformation in the TEM lamella drives the formation of a hexagonal

paraelectric phase already at 410 K << TC ∼ 800 K as will be discussed in next sections.

Considering a specially prepared TEM sample the observed reduction of TC as well as

the irreversible character of phase transition both point out its extrinsic origin.

4.3.2.2 High temperature Raman Spectroscopy

Hexagonal structure of TMO films was additionally confirmed by the room temperature

polarization dependent Raman spectroscopy shown in the inset in Figure 4.4 (a). Being

only visible in the cross-polarization (yx) configuration, the strong Raman line at ∼ 683
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Fig. 4.2 (a) High resolution cross-section TEM image of a h-TMO/YSZ(111) film

measured along the [11-20] crystallographic direction of the film with characteristic

buckling (rumpling) of Tb atoms. The arrows show the direction of the ferroelectric

polarization within one domain. Atomically smooth and flat film/substrate interface as

well as the absence of Tb-rumpling can be seen in the very first 4 u.c. of the film. (b)

the zoomed part of Figure 4.2 (a) demonstrates the characteristic regions with the ”up”

(left part) and ”down” -rumpling (right part) of Tb ions, separating FE domains with a

typical size varying in the range 5-20 nm; (c) HRSTEM image of TbMnO3/YSZ interface

showing the origin of FE domain at the atomic height step; (d) HRSTEM image of the

top part of the TbMnO3 film. A complicated domain structure is shown by dotted lines

marking FE domain walls and pointing ”up” and ”down” polarization vectors.
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Fig. 4.3 (a)-(d) Electron diffraction, collected at different temperatures upon heating of

the TEM lamella up to 410 K, and (e), (f) high resolution STEM images. The initial

hexagonal (P63cm) structure with Tb-shift (e) was irreversibly transformed into a

hexagonal (P63/mcm) structure with planar Tb-planes (f).This irreversible phase

transformation is caused by strain relaxation actuated by formation of a system of misfit

dislocations as evidenced in (f).

cm−1 corresponds to the A1 mode of the hexagonal structure as shown for hexagonal

manganite films [162]. In Figure 4.4 (a) we present the Raman spectra of the h-TMO film

measured at fixed temperatures (the spectra are shifted for clarity) taken by heating and

cooling (not shown) the sample in the temperature range, T = 293-973 K. The Raman

spectra in Figure 4.4 (a) of the film sample were first corrected by the Bose factor, n+1

= 1/(1-e~ω/KT ), and then normalized to the strongest substrate peak at ∼ 613 cm−1 as

can be also seen in the inset in Figure 4.4 (a). Qualitatively, it demonstrates a strong

temperature dependent Raman behavior with suppression of the film A1 peak, started

already from room temperature, and a complete vanishing of the film peak at T > 873

K. The subtracted (sample-substrate) Raman spectra presented in Figure 4.4 (b) allowed

us to analyse quantitatively the temperature behaviour of a single A1 film peak by fitting

the difference spectra at all measured temperatures by Lorentz lines. One can see in

Figure 4.4 (c) that the intensity, quantified by the area under the A1 peak and its height,

decrease steeply for T = 300-450 K and then continuously goes down to zero for T =
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Fig. 4.4 (a) Unpolarised Raman spectra of a h-TMO/YSZ(111) sample, normalized to

the spectrum of the substrate. The inset: room temperature polarized Raman spectra of

a TMO/YSZ(111) film in XX (red) and XY (blue) polarization geometries confirm the

hexagonal structure; (b) Evaluated Raman spectra of the h-TMO film; (c) The area (left

scale) and the height of the A1 peak (right scale) by warming (closed symbols) and

cooling (open symbols). Phase transition is indicated by peak vanishing at TC ∼ 800 K.

The inset in (c) shows the peak position as a function of temperature.

500-773 K, indicating the existence of a structural phase transition at about 800 K. A

similar temperature behaviour with vanishing of the A1 peak for T > TC = 1020 K was

reported in h-LuFeO3 film [151]. The position of the A1 peak in our strain-stabilized

h-TMO film shifts almost linearly from ∼ 683 cm−1 at room temperature down to ∼
668 cm−1 at 773 K (see the inset in Figure 4.4 (c)).This linear temperature behaviour

agrees with that measured in h-YMnO3 bulk samples [150]. Note, that the A1 peak in

bulk samples of h-YMnO3 [150] did not vanish for T > TC ∼ 1000 K, but rather the
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symmetry changes to A1g. However, for T > 800 K we cannot further resolve the Raman

peak from our 50 nm thick h-TMO film because of very small peak intensity, which in

addition superimposes with the Raman contribution of the substrate. After cooling down

the film to room temperature the intensity and position of the A1 Raman peak retain

to the same level as before heating, indicating no sizable strain relaxation effects in this

film. Thus, the temperature dependent Raman study indicates that a reversible structural

phase transition into a paraelectric P63/mcm structure occurs around TC ∼ 800 K in the

optimally grown h-TMO/YSZ(111) film.

4.3.2.3 Temperature dependent Optical Ellipsometry

To support our Raman data and to get an additional insight into the structural phase

transition in hexagonal h-TMO films, we studied the temperature dependent optical ellip-

sometry for T = 300-1200 K. In Figure 4.5 (a) the time dependences of the ellipsometric

phase shift, ∆(t), and polarization rotation, Ψ(t), angles are shown during the cooling

down of the film. Using double-side polished YSZ substrate we were able to monitor the

oscillations in ∆(t) and Ψ(t) due to the interference of the laser beam, reflected from

the top and bottom surface of the plane parallel substrate, the thickness of which was

changing due to thermal expansion. This allows us to measure the temperature of the

sample by calculating the number of oscillations and calibrating the temperature by using

a pyrometer: namely, T = 1200 K was achieved at the highest current I = 28 A. One can

see in Figure 4.5 (a) that both ∆(t) and Ψ(t) show the following characteristic features:

a) continuous changes by about 3-5◦ at the beginning and at the end of the time scan;

and 2) a step-like change of the signal, especially pronounced in ∆(t), changing by 10◦,

in the middle part of the scan. In Figure 4.5 (b) the time scale was recalculated into

the temperature scale by using the relation T(t)=293 K+18 K*t, where the initial point

of the x-scale at t=0 corresponds to the finally achieved room temperature T=293 K

(20◦C). Apparently, both ellipsometric angles ∆(t) and Ψ(t), changes drastically within

T = 600-800 K, indicating the phase transition takes place within the same temperature

interval as was observed in Raman spectroscopy (Figure 4.4). In addition, the temper-

ature dependence of the real part of the refractive index, n(T),(right scale in Figure 4.5

(b)), was evaluated by assuming a simple optical model of a homogeneous film grown

on YSZ substrate with nY SZ = 2.15 at λ = 632.8 nm [163]. At room temperature the

evaluated refractive index for a h-TMO film, n ∼ 2.12, fits nicely to the values measured

for YMnO3 [164]. It decreases drastically from n = 2.12 to n = 2.0, i.e. by 6 %, when

the film undergoes the FE/PE phase transition. The endpoint of this transition in n(T)

curve can be assigned to the Curie temperature, TC = 800 K, in good agreement with the

vanishing of the A1 Raman peak in Figure 4.4 (c). With thermal expansion coefficient ∼
10−5/K and within the temperature change ∼ 103 K, the estimated change of the film

thickness d = 50 nm at room temperature by heating/cooling is 0.5 nm, i.e. ∼ 1 u.c.
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Fig. 4.5 Time (a) and temperature (b) dependences of ellipsometric phase shift ∆(t),

and polarization rotation Ψ, angles as well as of the calculated refractive index n. A

distinct step-like decrease of n by 6 % indicates the phase transition, the end point of

which marks TC ∼ 800 K. The inset in (b) shows the absorption spectrum of

h-TMO/YSZ(111) film measured at room temperature.
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Such small thickness changes cannot result in the observed thermal ellipsometry behavior

(Figure 4.5). The origin of the observed ellipsometric behaviour should be related to the

change of optical properties and electronic structure of h-TMO at the structural phase

transition. The photon energy E ∼ 1.96 eV of the He-Ne laser radiation falls within a

strong and narrow absorption band with the centre at E = 1.75 eV, as demonstrated by

the measured absorption spectrum for a h-TbMnO3/YSZ(111) film shown in the inset of

Figure 4.5 (b) [165]). According to the theory [166], the origin of this absorption band

in h-manganites is the inter-band charge transfer transition from the occupied oxygen O

2p states into the empty Mn 3d states. Hence, we can conclude that at the structural

phase transition the p-d charge transfer changes significantly in the h-TMO film. Here we

can speculate that, a modification of the electronic band structure during the P63/mcm

(PE) to P63cm (FE) structural phase transition influences a charge transfer from the O

2p to Mn 3d states. Note, that charge transfer from the Y-OT (apical oxygen) bonds

to the OT -Mn bonds of Mn 3d - O 2p hybridized states, was found to be responsible

for the enhanced ferroelectricity during the annealing-induced orthorhombic-hexagonal

phase transition in bulk YMnO3 [167]. However, by using monochromatic ellipsometry

we cannot measure the changes of spectral weight transfer at the phase transition. In

addition, the absorption peak is known to show a blue shift by decreasing temperature,

T=300-15 K [165].

4.4 Conclusions

In conclusion h-TMO films were epitaxially grown by MAD in a strain-stabilized state

on YSZ(111) substrate. The estimated in- and out-of-plane tensile stress at room tem-

perature are -1.2 % and -3 %, respectively. Importantly, according to measurements of

Raman spectroscopy and optical ellipsometry, the films were prepared in such a way that

h-TMO films demonstrate a reversible structural phase transformation with TC ∼ 800 K.

We call this intrinsic behaviour as it is related to the h-TMO material, prepared in the

form of strain-stabilized film. In addition, we would like to shed light on the an extrinsic

effect manifesting itself as irreversible phase transformations observed in the same film

sample with constrained geometry as observed on TEM lamella during in-situ heating.
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CHAPTER 5

Magneto-dielectric Effect in Relaxor Superparaelectric Tb2CoMnO6

Film

The following chapter presents investigation of magneto-dielectric properties in partially

B-site ordered monoclinic Tb2CoMnO6 double perovskite thin film epitaxially grown on

Nb:SrTiO3 (001) substrates by metalorganic aerosol deposition (MAD) technique. Trans-

mission electron microscopy and electron energy loss spectroscopy mapping shows the

presence and distribution of both Co2+ and Co3+ ions in the film, evidencing a partial

B-site disorder, which was further confirmed by the observation of reduced saturation

magnetization at low temperatures. The ferromagnetic Curie temperature, TC = 110 K,

is slightly higher as compared to the bulk value (100 K) probably due to an in plane

epitaxy tensile strain. Temperature dependent dielectric study reveals an unexpected

high temperature dipolar relaxor-glass-like transition at a temperature T∗ ∼ 190 K >

TC , which depends on the applied frequency and indicates a superparaelectric behavior.

Two different dielectric relaxation peaks have been observed; they merge at T∗ where

likely a coupling to the disorder-induced short range charge-spin correlations results in a

4% magneto-dielectric coupling. The full content of this chapter has been published in

Physical Review B 101, 094426 (2020).
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5.1 Introduction

Magneto-dielectrics and magneto-electric materials with the coupled magnetic and electric

dipolar order parameters are of fundamental as well as of technological importance. Rare-

earth-based perovskite oxides have been proved to be potential candidates for the next

generation memory and spintronic device applications [168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174].

A2BB
′
O6 (A is a rare earth cation, B B

′
are transition metal ions) double perovskites with

the layered ABO3/AB
′
O3 cation-ordered structure along the [111] axis represent them-

selves an emerging and promising platform to study strong electronic correlations, complex

magnetic structure, spin-lattice interaction and magneto-dielectric coupling [175, 176].

R2(Co/Ni)MnO6 (where R= La to Lu) system having a monoclinic structure with P21/n

space group is especially attractive as they possess an insulating ferromagnetic (FMI) be-

havior with relatively high Curie temperatures, TC ∼ 200-300 K, allowing a high tempera-

ture magneto-dielectric coupling. FMI originates from a 180◦- superexchange interaction

between high spin Co2+/ Ni2+ and Mn4+ ions, described by the second Goodenough-

Kanamori-Anderson rule [177, 178, 179]. The FM ordering as well as dielectric behaviour

depend strongly on the B-site ordering which controls the superexchange interaction along

with hoping of charge. The fully and partially B-site ordered La2CoMnO6 has been well

explored due to a reasonably high ferromagnetic Curie temperature, TC=230 K [180],

spin-phonon coupling [178]; they reveal a weak magneto-dielectric effect (3%)[181]. Par-

tially disordered La2NiMnO6 has been reviewed as a promising multi-glass material where

two different glassy states (spin and dipolar) were observed simultaneously, resulting in

a stronger magneto-dielectric coupling constant εMD = [ ε
′
(8T) - ε

′
(0T)]/ε

′
(0T)×100∼

16% at room temperature [182]. Considering the smaller radii rare earth ions in the

A-site (R=Pr to Lu) the ferromagnetic TC decreases considerably (down to TC=48 K

for Lu)[175] along with spin-phonon interaction [183]. The trend in the dielectric be-

havior also remains unchanged from bigger to smaller A-site cations as found in bulk

(La/Tb/Y)2CoMnO6 where dielectric constant decreases monotonically with lowering

temperature [184]. La2CoMnO6 (LCMO) from the concerned rare earth double perovskite

family has been reported to possess a large dielectric constant at room temperature, which

gradually decreases with lowering the temperature [184]. Taking ions with smaller ionic

radii, like Y3+ and Tb3+ in the A-site, the trend of decreasing dielectric constant mono-

tonically towards lowering temperature remains similar with no significant deviation [185].

The overall behaviour is the same in case of epitaxial LCMO thin films though the dielec-

tric constant becomes very low [181]. A controllable disorder in a perovskite or double

perovskite system can create a dipolar glass that can couple with its magnetic subsystem,

inducing a novel magneto-dielectric or rare multi-glass behaviour [186]. Tb3+ with a small

cation radius in the A-site has a special significance as it can tune and stabilize a novel

hexagonal structure in a strained thin film, which cannot sustain in the bulk form as
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observed in TbMnO3 [187]. With all these experimental observations and intuitions, the

Tb-based double perovskite thin films with controllable B-site (partial) ordering could be

suggested as an important and exclusive playground for studying novel magnetic and di-

electric transitions along with possible coupling between them. Here we report the epitax-

ial growth of monoclinic Tb2CoMnO6/Nb:SrTiO3(100) thin film by using a metalorganic

aerosol deposition (MAD) technique [188]. The established partial B-site disorder in the

film is accompanied by an unexpected high temperature relaxor glassy transition along

with a superparaelectric behavior. Asymmetrical nature of the temperature dependent

dielectric constant is manifested with the three different polarized nanoregions (PNR)

present in the system. Moreover, two different dielectric relaxation peaks in frequency

domain along with a 4% magneto-dielectric coupling was observed probably due to the

interaction of the B-site-disorder-induced local spin moments with the PNRs.

5.2 Experimental Section

5.2.1 Growth of Tb2CoMnO6 films

Tb2CoMnO6 (TCMO) films have been grown by a metalorganic aerosol deposition tech-

nique on commercial electrically conducting 0.5% Nb-doped SrTiO3(100) (NSTO) sub-

strates (Crystal GmbH). Acetylacetonates of Tb, Mn and Co were used as precursors.

Precursor solutions in dimethylformamide (DMF) with concentration 0.02 M (for both

Co and Mn-precursor) and empirically found molar ratio Tb/(Co+Mn)=1.1 were pre-

pared. The films with thickness, d=80 nm, were grown by spraying the precursor solution

by using dry compressed air onto a substrate heated to Tsub ∼ 900◦C. The films were

grown with an average growth rate of v=15 nm/min and were cooled down to room

temperature in 20 min after deposition.

5.2.2 Measurement details

X-ray diffraction (XRD) characterization was performed by using the Bruker D8 spec-

trometer with Cu-Kα radiation in a θ-2θ Bragg-Brentano geometry. Magnetization as

a function of temperature and magnetic field, applied parallel to the film surface (IP),

was measured using commercial 7T-SQUID-VSM (Quantum Design Inc., USA) system.

Magnetization vs. temperature was measured following the conventional protocols of

zero field cooled warming (ZFC) and field cooled warming (FCW) cycles in an applied

magnetic field H=100 Oe. The local structure of TCMO films was studied by Scanning

Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)

using a FEI Titan 80-300 G2 environmental transmission electron microscope (ETEM),

operated at an acceleration voltage of 300 kV. The TEM is equipped with a Gatan Imag-

ing Filter (GIF) Quantum 965 ER. EELS spectra were taken with a dispersion of 0.05
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eV/channel. The convergence and collection semi-angles were about 10 and 22 mrad,

respectively. TEM lamellas were prepared by a Focused Ion Beam (FIB) lift-out tech-

nique using a Thermo-Fischer (former FEI) Helios 4UC instrument. The temperature-

and magnetic-field-dependent complex dielectric measurements were performed by using

a home-made insert coupled with 9 T superconducting magnet and a Keysight E4980A

LCR-meter operating at frequency range f=20 Hz-2MHz.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Magnetic properties

Temperature dependence of the ZFC & FC magnetic susceptibility, χ(T ), of the TCMO

film, measured for µ0H=100 Oe, is shown in Figure. 5.1(a). One can see a phase transi-

tion at TC=110 K, below which the long-range ferromagnetic ordering develops due the

superexchange interaction between Co2+ and Mn4+ ions [179]. The transition seems to

be of a second order as it is not apparently sharp and no warming/cooling hysteresis

was observed. The transition temperature in our TCMO film is a bit higher than that

observed in a Tb2CoMnO6 single crystal (TC = 100 K) [189], likely, due to an in-plane

epitaxial tensile strain in the TCMO thin film, ε = −0.6%, evaluated from the XRD

pattern (Figure 5.7 in Appendix), which shows an out-of-plane epitaxy. The bifurcation

between ZFC and FC curves denotes the magnetic irreversibility in the system due to the

presence of AFM/FM competing interactions among magnetic domains which are char-

acteristic for ferro- and ferrimagnetic systems with large coercivity in the ordered phase,

irrespective of what origin. It means that along with the dominating Co2+/Mn4+ FM

superexchange the AFM interactions of Mn4+/Mn4+ and/or Co2+/Co2+ type could be

present, although no additional features were observed at low temperatures due to the

domain-wall de-pinning process similar to that observed in a single crystal [189]. The

anomalous increase in FC curve at 18 K is due to the ordering of spins of Tb3+ ions,

which are likely FM-coupled to the Co2+/Mn4+ sites. In Figure 5.1 (b) the field depen-

dence of the isothermal magnetization, M(H), measured at 5 K is shown. The evaluated

magnetization close to saturation, MS ∼ 5.5 µB/f.u., is significantly smaller than the

theoretical value (6 µB/f.u.) for a fully B-site ordered Co2+/Mn4+ system. Moreover,

the Tb3+ ions possess an even higher moment of 9.72 µB/Tb3+ due to the spin-orbit

coupling and, considering their additive contribution, the total magnetic moment of the

TCMO system should be even much larger. Recently, the TCMO single crystal has been

shown to have a strong magnetic anisotropy of Tb3+ ions, which prefer to order along the

c-axis yielding a large value of MS ∼ 9.73µB/f.u. [189]. As for our TCMO/Nb:STO(001)

film, the c-axis according to XRD (Figure 5.7) stays perpendicular to the film plane, the

observed value of MS ∼ 5.5 µB/f.u. seems to be quite small though we dont know the
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Fig. 5.1 (a) zero-field-cooled (blue, ZFC) and field-cooled (red, FC) magnetic

susceptibility (χ(T )) as a function of temperature (T) in the TCMO film. (b)

Isothermal magnetization with applied external magnetic field at 5K.
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exact orientation of the magnetic easy axis for our film. From the trend and comparison

to the single crystal data it could be concluded that the direction of applied magnetic

field is somewhere in between the magnetic easy and hard axis of the film. A very small

value of remnant Mr = 1.1 µB/f.u. and a large coercive field of HC=0.35 T as compared

to that of the TCMO single crystal is in line with significant amount of Mn3+ disorder

along with Co2+-O- Co2+ and Mn4+ -O- Mn4+ interactions, contributing to the AFM

phase boundaries and developing FM/AFM competitive interactions [179]. The presence

of Mn3+/ Co3+ ions, making a finely distributed partial disorder within the film, as well

as a dominance of Co2+/Mn4+ oxidation states responsible for the main FM phase has

been further confirmed by EELS mapping in HRTEM, shown in Figure 5.8 in Appendix.

Determination of the percentage of B site ordering is not straight forward as in the case

of La2CoMnO6 where only Co and Mn ordering are present. Ordering percentage can

be calculated from the MS value in low temperature M-H loop and comparing it with

fully ordered Co2+/Mn4+ system. Here in case of Tb2CoMnO6 we have an additional

contribution of Tb3+ ions as discussed. In the FC magnetic susceptibility data we see

around 15 % increase of the magnetic susceptibility bellow 18K due to Tb3+ ordering.

So we calculate the MS value for only Co and Mn in TCMO by a 15 % reduction to the

measured value of MS i.e 5.5 µB/f.u. Comparing the new MS value of 4.7 µB/f.u. with

fully B site ordered system of 6 µB/f.u. we can conclude that our system is approximately

78 % ordered.

5.3.2 Dielectric measurements

5.3.2.1 Temperature dependence

In Figure 5.2 (a) we present the temperature dependence of the real part of dielectric con-

stant, ε
′
(T), measured for different frequencies, showing a broad maxima of ε

′
(T) which

is of same order as that observed in the LCMO film [181]. The temperature of the max-

imum, Tm, depends on the frequency and shifts to higher temperatures with increasing

frequency. This kind of glassy behaviour is very new for the A2CoMnO6 double per-

ovskites and probably indicates a ferroelectric relaxor behaviour, which is not associated

with any structural transition in the system. With further lowering the temperature (T

≤ 100− 120K), ε
′
(T) starts to increase again possibly due to the electronic contribution

from the conducting Nb:STO substrate and the substrate/film interface. The observed

ferroelectric relaxor behaviour can be fitted with the Curie-Weiss law, ε
′
(T)=C/(T-Θ) in

the paraelectric region [190] above the frequency dependent relaxor transition tempera-

ture, Tm ∼ 150-200 K, as shown in Figure 5.2 (b). The fitting parameters are presented

in Appendix (Table 5.1). At low frequencies the data were fitted well with the Curie con-

stant, C = 8 ×103, and the Curie temperature, Θ∼ 150 K, respectively. With increasing

frequency, the data start to deviate from the Curie-Weiss law. As for high frequencies the
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Fig. 5.2 (a) Dielectric constant (ε
′
(T)) vs temperature at different applied frequencies

(1-100 KHz). (b) Curie-Weiss fit for the ε
′
(T) above the relaxor glass transition for

different frequencies. (c) Temperature dependence of the dielectric loss part ε
′′
(T) with

different applied frequencies showing relaxation peaks. (d) Arrhenius fit for the

relaxation time vs peak temperature for the dielectric constant ε
′
(T) and dielectric loss

ε
′′
(T) (inset).

transition temperatures Tm increase, the fitting range becomes to be not far away from

the transition temperature. The short range correlations among electric dipoles emerge,

being frequency dependent and causing deviation from an ideal ferroelectric behaviour.

The plausible interpretation is the formation of small Polar Nano Regions (PNR), hav-

ing different responses for sufficiently high frequency. For an ideal ferroelectric case the

Curie-Weiss fit should not depend on the applied frequency. In Figure 5.2 (c) one can see

a broad relaxation peak (Tm) in the temperature dependence of the dielectric loss, ε
′′
(T),

which also shows a frequency dispersion. The observed relaxation in both real, ε
′
(T),

and imaginary part, ε
′′
(T), of dielectric constant could be interpreted in the framework

of a dipolar glass model [191]. It considers small dipolar regions, induced in the system

by the B-site disorder, the dipole moment of which fluctuates/vibrates thermally at high

temperatures T > Tm. Analogously to the spin glass, the dipoles are expected to be

frozen at low temperatures. The freezing temperature (Tf ) is finite if the interaction be-
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tween dipoles is strong enough. The dynamics of a PNR can be described by the so called

Vogel-Fulcher (VF) formalism f−1 = τ 0exp[Ua(KB(Tm-Tf ))], where f is the frequency of

an applied electric field, the Tm is the relaxation peak maxima [192, 193, 194, 195]. If the

electrostatic interaction among the dipoles is not strong enough to freeze them cooper-

atively, then dipoles can vibrate with external ac electric field at any finite temperature

and can show a thermally activated Arrhenius behaviour down to T f → 0K. Both VF

and the Arrhenius law f−1 = τ 0exp[Ua(KB(Tm))] as well as a power law were tried to fit

the data. The best fit was obtained with Arrhenius behaviour, shown in Figure 5.2 (d)

for both ε
′

and ε
′′
. The activation energies, calculated from the fits are Ua=0.25 eV and

0.16 eV for ε
′

and ε
′′
, respectively; they look physically reasonable and are of the same

order of magnitude as activation energies ∼ 0.1 eV for a typical relaxor ferroelectric [191].

The evaluated relaxation time, τ 0 = 1.59 ×10−12 s, corresponds roughly to characteristic

phonon frequencies of few THz, obtained from Raman spectra of similar double perovskite

films [178].

The observed asymmetry in the relaxor peak in ε
′
(T) has been analysed in terms of diffuse

phase transition model, which describes the temperature dependent dielectric permittivity

as well as the size distribution of PNRs by means of a Gaussian function: 1/(
√

2πσ2 )exp[

-(T - Tm )2/(2σ2 )] [191]. Our experimental data can be fitted well by this distribution

function and the ε
′
(T) relaxor behaviour was found to be a superposition of three different

maxima, denoted as T1
m , T2

m and T3
m, exemplary shown in Figure 5.3 (a) for f=10 kHz.

The experimental data were fitted for all frequencies and three frequency dependent tem-

peratures are presented in Appendix (Table 5.2). Again VF, activation law and power law

were tried to fit these three temperatures and we found the Arrhenius behaviour provides

the best fits as shown in Figure 5.3 (b), (c) and (d). The calculated activation energies,

0.22, 0.30 and 0.32 eV, look also physically reasonable. From the deconvolution of the

ε
′

peaks we obtained three types of PNRs, which may differ in their microscopic origin

and have distinguishable size distributions. These three distinct classes of dipoles can

be related to their microscopic origin, taking into account that electric dipoles in TCMO

may originate from the oxygen bonds with Co2+ and Mn4+ ions in the CoO6 and MnO6

octahedrons, which are getting distorted/polarized in an applied electric field. The third

contribution could be caused by the disorder-induced presence of the Mn3+ as well as of

Co3+ ions. All these PNRs started to interact with lowering temperature. Due to the

difference in their distributions as well as in the activation energies, they respond differ-

ently with external frequency and with temperature. The overall macroscopic response,

hence, shows a ferroelectric relaxation. Instead of the ferroelectric relaxor-glass-like be-

haviour, described by the Vogel-Fulcher (VF) formalism as a mostly suitable for a dipolar

glass model, our system could be more accurately interpreted by the Arrhenius law. This

scenario is an indication that partially disordered TMCO film could be considered as a
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Fig. 5.3 (a) Gaussian fit for the temperature dependent dielectric constant ε
′
(T) and

deconvolution of three peaks signifying the presence of three different types of PNRs.

(b),(c) and (d) are Arrhenius fits for three relaxation times related to these three

different peak temperatures: T1
m, T2

m and T3
m.

superparaelectric, i.e. a blocked relaxor at low temperatures and non-zero frequencies,

rather than as a dipolar glass.

5.3.2.2 Frequency dependence

In order to inspect the mechanisms of interactions among these dipoles, the dielectric loss

(ε
′′
) has been analysed in the frequency domain for different temperatures. For the used

frequency range, f=20 Hz - 2 MHz, two main mechanisms are known to be responsible

for the dipolar relaxation: (1) the Maxwell-Wagner (MW) mechanism originated from

the local charge accumulation at grain boundaries [196] and (2) the Debye relaxation,

which is the dipolar contribution from the hopping of charge carriers among asymmetric

sites (Mn4+, Co2+ and Mn3+) [197]. Figure 5.4 (a) shows the dielectric relaxation over

the frequency range for the temperatures in the relaxor transition regime. At very low

frequencies, f < 200 Hz, one can see a MW behaviour, which is manifested by a linear

decrease of ε
′′

with increasing frequency in the logarithmic ω - scale. With further increas-

ing frequency the data start to deviate from the MW behaviour and display two distinct
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Fig. 5.4 (a) Frequency dependence of the dielectric loss part ε
′′
(T) measured for

different temperatures in the frequency range of f=20 Hz - 2 MHz; (b) Temperature

dependence of the two different Debye relaxation times τ 1 = 1/f1 and τ 2 = 1/f2 ,

evaluated from the positions of peaks in Figure 4(a)
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Debye relaxation peaks at frequencies, denoted as f1 = 1/τ 1 and f2 = 1/τ 2. These two

relaxation behaviours could be recognized as β(τ 1) and α(τ 2)-like processes in a glassy

system [198]. Indeed, the frequency f2 increases with increasing temperature and merges

with the f1 at a temperature TC , which is comparable with the glass transition temper-

ature in an amorphous material [199]. The slower α(τ 2) relaxation is, analogously to

glasses, a primary relaxation process in this dipolar glassy system and can be assigned to

the major charge transfer between the Co2+ - Mn4+ sites. A secondary, or faster β pro-

cess, develops from the localized disorder or minor sites, occupied likely by Mn3+ and/or

Co3+ ions. Interestingly, one can see that these two processes merge at a temperature

around 190 K giving a single relaxation peak at around 100 kHz as shown in Figure 5.4.

5.3.3 Magneto-Dielectric investigation

Magneto-dielectric (MD) analysis has been done by dielectric measurements in an ap-

plied magnetic field, B= 8T, at f=100 kHz. Here we can observe a characteristic change

in the dielectric constant in the vicinity of the relaxor transition at Tm ∼ 195 K at this

frequency as shown in Figure 5.5 (a). The temperature dependence of the MD coupling

constant εMD =(ε
′

(8T) - ε
′

(0T))/ε
′

(0T))×100 along with the derivative of dielectric

constant (δε
′
/δT ) in Figure 5.5 (b) shows that | εMD | increases by cooling down the

system and takes the highest value of 4% close to the relaxor transition. Moreover, the

MD effect is negative, i.e. ε
′

decreases in applied magnetic field. By further lowering

the temperature MD coupling decreases again as dipoles are started freezing. The ab-

sence of the magnetoresistance (Figure 5.6) confirms that the MD coupling is intrinsic

to the dipoles present in the material. Moreover, the temperature dependence of electri-

cal resistance, R(T), can be fitted by a variable-range-hopping (VRH) Motts behaviour

[200], ρ(T ) = ρ0exp(T0/T)1/4, with T0 = 211 K and ρ0 = 7×10−4Ωcm, which illustrates a

disorder-dominated charge transport. The so called Mott temperature T0 =211 K is given

[200] by the formula, kBT0 = β/(g(EF )R3
l oc), where β = 21 and g(EF ) and Rloc are the

density of states at the Fermi level and localization radius of charge carriers, respectively.

Considering characteristic values of g(EF ) ∼ 1027-1028 (eV m3)−1 we get Rloc ∼ 5 - 10

nm, which is in good agreement with the observed nm-scale disorder in EELS spectra in

Figure 5.8. As indicated previously, mostly the Debye processes [197], originating from a

charge transfer between dipoles, contribute to the dielectric constant at high frequencies.

Dielectric constant increases up to the relaxor transition mainly from the contribution of

activated dipoles due to the charge transfer from Mn3+ to other sites. Bellow the relaxor

transition Mn4+ and Co2+ start interacting magnetically with the other disorder sites

and dielectric relaxation peak splits at the same temperature indicating a charge transfer

between them (see Figure 5.4 (b)). As the charge transfer is coupled to the spin arrange-

ment, the short-range spin-spin interaction tries to restrict the charge hopping and we

can see the 2nd relaxation peak in Figure 5.5 is not that much pronounced as the first
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Fig. 5.5 (a) Temperature dependence of the dielectric constant ε
′
(T) at 100 KHz

without and with applied external magnetic field of 8T. (b) Temperature dependence of

derivative of dielectric constant (δε
′
/δT ) along with the magneto-dielectric coupling

constant εMD (%) showing a maximum 4% magneto-dielectric coupling.
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Fig. 5.6 Temperature dependence of DC resistance without and with applied magnetic

field (B=8T) showing the absence of the magnetoresistance for the whole temperature

range, T= 300-18 K. The measured ρ(T ) curve for T=300-50 K can be nicely fitted by

the Mott variable-range-hopping behavior

one. With applied strong magnetic field this process is further interrupted and dielectric

constant further reduce, causing a 4% negative MD coupling at the same temperature.

We have to say that the exact physical mechanism of the observed MD coupling is not

known. However, by comparing it with a quite similar high temperature MD effect in

the La2NiMnO6 [182], a hint onto a probable coupling between the disorder-induced local

spins in the paramagnetic region and electric dipoles can be given. One can speculate on

the coexistence of very similar temperature scales, i.e. for α - β merging around 190 K, for

relaxor transition, Tm ∼ 195 K, and for the resistivity disorder scale T0 ∼ 211 K (Figure

5.6). Surprisingly, the latter is very close to the charge ordering (CO) temperature in

manganites [201, 202] i.e. T0 ∼ TCO. Note that a peak in a permittivity in THz region

was also observed at T ∼ TCO in Pr0.65Ca0.28Sr0.07MnO3 [202]. Likely, the closeness of

these temperature scales, where a disorder-induced short range Mn3+/Co3+ charge corre-

lations, stabilized at T < T0 ∼ TCO, coexist and interplay with superparaelectric dipole
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regions could result in an unusual MD coupling. It is also highly unexpected to have

a spin glass transition at such high temperature that can explain this MD coupling in

terms of multi-glass behaviour. Due to huge background signal from the substrate and

the interface, we were unable to resolve any short range spin correlations for T >> TC

from the Curie-Weis fit of the 1/χ(T ) curve. Further detail studies of the relationship

between the B-site disorder and MD coupling are necessary to elucidate its mechanism.

5.4 Conclusions

In summary, we have grown monoclinic phase of Tb2CoMnO6 double perovskite thin

film on Nb:SrTiO3 (100) by using MAD technique. TEM and EELS mapping shows

the presence and distribution of both Co2+ as well as Co3+ ions in the film, evidencing

a partial B-site disorder, further confirmed by the observed reduction of the saturation

magnetization at low temperatures. The ferromagnetic TC = 110 K was slightly higher

as compared to the bulk value due to an in plane tensile strain. Two different dielectric

relaxation peaks (β and α) have been observed that merge at a temperature close to the

relaxor glass transition. Moreover, we observed an unexpected high temperature relaxor-

glass-like transition and a superparaelectric behavior, at which a probable coupling to

short range correlated local spin moment results in a 4% magneto-dielectric coupling.

5.5 Appendix

Table 5.1 Curie-Weiss Fit parameters

Frequency(KHz) Curie constant Θ(K) Tm(K)

1 8.1 ×103 154.8 152.6

5 7.9 ×103 146.4 166.6

10 8.0 ×103 153.4 172.5

50 10 ×103 277.2 192.6

100 12 ×103 388.7 202.5
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Table 5.2 Peak temperatures from fitting of temperature dependent dielectric maxima

(ε
′
)

Frequency(KHz) T1
m(K) T2

m(K) T3
m(K)

1 141.5 167.7 206.8

5 155.1 180.6 227.7

10 163.5 196.3 242.3

20 171.9 207.7 253.9

30 176.5 211.6 255.4

50 179.9 206.3 251.9

70 184.6 214.7 254.9

100 181.3 204.8 250.7

Table 5.3 Value of τ 0 of the various Arrhenius laws for the temperature of the

maximum in dielectric constant (ε
′
(T))

Tm(K) T1
m(K) T2

m(K) T3
m(K)

τ 0(sec) 1.59 ×10−12 1.60 ×10−8 1.15 ×10−9 1.70 ×10−8
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Fig. 5.7 XRD Θ− 2Θ scan for Tb2CoMnO6/Nb:SrTiO3 (100) (red) and Nb:SrTiO3

(100) substrate (black) show the (h00) peaks from the substrate and the (00l) peaks of

the TCMO, evidencing an out-of-plane epitaxy of the film. The artefact peaks, also seen

in the XRD pattern from the substrate, originate from the Kβ lines, sample holder and

impurities in the X-ray tube. The calculated out-of-plane lattice parameter of TCMO is

0.75 nm while the bulk single crystal lattice parameter is 0.7547 nm (ref. 22). The

calculated tensile biaxial strain in the film is -0.6 %.
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Fig. 5.8 a) HAADF image of TCMO film. The distribution of Co3+ (b) and Co2+ (c)

within a selected region in the film. One can see that some regions, marked as R in (b),

have excess of Co3+ ions, whereas the rest of the film is mostly containing Co2+ (c) i.e.

corresponds to the ordered TMCO. (d) Superposition of Co3+ (b) and Co2+ (c) within a

region in the film. The EELS spectra of Co-L3,2 (e) and Mn-L3,2 (f) within the film have

the form typical to that for the B-site ordered double La2CoMnO6), thus confirming the

predominance of Co2+/Mn4+ oxidation state within the film. The spectra from the

selected region R in (b) indicate the presence of Co3+ and Mn3+ ions. One has to say

that even the defect-free region, marked as film in (b) contains a background with both

Co2+ and Co3+ oxidation states, indicating the presence of disorder at a nm-scale.
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CHAPTER 6

Interfacial Coupling Induced Enhanced Magnetic Ordering in

BaTiO3-SrIrO3 Heterostructures

This chapter presents the growth of 3d-5d based relaxed BaTiO3/SrIrO3 heterostructures,

to obtain emergent phenomena arising from the interfacial coupling between B-site (Ti4+;

3d0 and Ir4+; 5d5) cations. Parent BaTiO3 film shows weak ferromagnetic ordering at TC

∼ 136 K, due to the oxygen vacancies, in contrast of paramagnetic nature in strong spin-

orbit coupled SrIrO3 film. Interestingly, in BaTiO3/SrIrO3 heterostructure we observed

magnetic ordering at TC ∼ 160 K. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of O 1s and Ti 2p

reveals the presence of oxygen vacancies and Ti3+ states in BaTiO3/SrIrO3, similar to

the parent BaTiO3. However, significant changes in Ir 4f spectrum line shape with cov-

erage has been observed in BaTiO3/SrIrO3, in contrast of parent SrIrO3. Therefore, this

remarkable enhancement in TC is attributed with the interfacial charge transfer process

and the presence of strong spin-orbit coupling. The contents of this chapter are Under

Preparation for submission.
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Heterostructures

6.1 Introduction

Interfacial charge transfer between 3d, 4d and 5d transitional metal-based oxide thin

film heterostructures and superlattices generates novel electronic and magnetic prop-

erties. Transition metal oxide (TMOs) thin films show ample phenomena due to the

interplay between its spin, lattice, charge and orbital degrees of freedom [203]. Re-

cently, research activities on the interfacial coupling between 3d and 4d based TMO

thin films with its 5d counterpart has increased immensely with the observation of novel

magnetism with its tunability (SrMnO3/SrIrO3, LaNiO3/SrIrO3, and LaMnO3/SrIrO3),

magnetic anisotropy (La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/SrIrO3), nanoscale skyrmions and topological Hall

effect (SrRuO3/SrIrO3) among these various hetero-structures and superlattices [204, 205,

206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212]. All these phenomena are consequences of the charge

transfer at the heterointerface, interfacial strain due to lattice mismatch and most impor-

tantly due to the presence of high spin-orbit coupling, giving rise to the Dzyaloshinskii-

Moriya (DM) interaction [213, 214]. Creation, control and tuning of magnetic phenomena

originating from the interfacial coupling is not only important fundamentally, but also use-

ful for various spintronic applications [215]. Furthermore, this interfacial charge transfer

and consequent polar catastrophe induced magnetic phenomena would also be more ap-

pealing fundamentally where to induce magnetism as well as tuning of magnetic ordering

temperature in non-magnetic heterostructures.

In this regard, 3d based BaTiO3 serves as an ideal platform, since it is a well-known

ferroelectric material having empty d orbitals (Ti4+; 3d0), hence absence of magnetic

ordering [216]. However, several studies have shown that it could become ferromagnetic

in presence of oxygen vacancies, generating Ti3+ states with fractional occupancy of an

additional electron (Ti3+; 3d1) in the t2g orbital [217, 218, 219, 220, 221]. Thus, it is

of critical importance to obtain magnetism in BaTiO3, especially in its thin film form,

which may play a significant role in the ferroelectric proximity effect [222]. Moreover,

interestingly, by growing the heterostructure consisting of 3d based BaTiO3 with strong

spin-orbit coupled 5d based SrIrO3 (Ir4+; 5d5), perhaps magnetic ordering temperature

could be tuned (enhanced) with the interfacial charge transfer (between Ti3+, Ti4+ and

Ir4+) and presence of strong spin-orbit coupling at the 3d/5d heteointerface. BaTiO3 is a

3d based TMO with strong correlation (U ∼ 5-7 eV) and weak spin-orbit coupling (∆soc

∼ 0.01-0.1eV), whereas the paramagnetic semi-metallic SrIrO3 is a 5d based TMO with

modest correlation effect (U ∼ 1-3 eV), but having strong spin-orbit coupling (∆soc ∼
0.2-1eV), which hosts the DM interaction [223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228]. Recently, it has

been shown that ultra-thin 3d-4d based BaTiO3/SrRuO3 interface forms tunable DM in-

teraction due to the ferroelectric proximity effect, thus stabilizing skyrmion features [229].

Therefore, it would be indeed interesting to investigate the 3d-5d based BaTiO3/SrIrO3
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Heterostructures

heterostructure (with no long-range magnetic order in either of the parent compound)

where all these above energy scales may increase collectively to yield the unexpected

magnetic phenomena.

Therefore, in this study first we have individually grown BaTiO3 and SrIrO3 thin films.

BaTiO3 shows weak ferromagnetic ordering at TC ∼ 136 K, due to oxygen vacancies.

In contrast, magnetic ordering is found to be absent in SrIrO3. Thereafter, we have

grown 3d-5d based BaTiO3/SrIrO3 heterostructure, showing enhanced magnetic order-

ing temperature with TC ∼ 160 K. Structural, magnetic and chemical characterizations

suggest that rather than strain-induced structural distortion in SrIrO3, interfacial charge

transfer and strong spin-orbit coupling plays a crucial role in enhancing TC in relaxed

BaTiO3/SrIrO3 heterostructures.

6.2 Experimental Details

6.2.1 Growth of BaTiO3/SrIrO3 heterostructures

20 nm BaTiO3 (BTO), 20 nm SrIrO3 (SIO) and their BaTiO3/SrIrO3 (BTO/SIO) het-

erostructures are grown on (001) SrTiO3 (STO) substrates by pulsed laser deposition

(PLD). Films are grown at ∼ 650 ◦C with a KrF excimer laser (λ = 248 nm, 20 ns pulse-

width) of fluence ∼ 2.5 J/cm2 and repetition rate of 4 Hz. Growth pressure for SIO films

have always been kept constant at 100 mTorr. However, for BTO, different oxygen partial

pressure are used, with 30 ≤ Po2 ≤ 100 mTorr with a focus on 50 mTorr. Literature report

shows that stoichiometric BTO films could be grown at Po2 ≥ 150 mTorr [230]. Since

our primary goal of this work is to induce magnetism via oxygen vacancy in BTO films,

therefore we have chosen the above-mentioned Po2 during growth of BTO.Film growth

has been visualized using in-situ high pressure RHEED as presented in Figure 6.1.

6.2.2 Measurement details

The structural characterization of the films are done by θ - 2θ scans using Cu-Kα (λ =

1.54 Å) x-ray diffraction (Bruker D2 Phaser Desktop Diffractometer). Reciprocal space

mapping (RSM) is carried out using high resolution x-ray diffractometer (Bruker D8

Discover HRXRD). Magnetization with respect to temperature and applied magnetic

field is measured using commercial 7T-SQUID-VSM (Quantum Design Inc., USA) system.

These measurements were performed with applied magnetic field parallel or in-plane to the

film surface (IP). Magnetization vs. temperature was measured following the conventional

protocols of zero field cooled warming (ZFC) and field cooled warming (FCW) cycles in

the presence of applied magnetic field µ0H = 100 Oe. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) was done with a Kα X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer (Thermo-fisher Scientific

Instrument, UK). It was carried out in an ultra-high vacuum chamber (2 ×10−9 mBar)
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Fig. 6.1 Visualization of BTO/SIO growth.(a) RHEED intensity of BTO(5 u.c.)/SIO(4

u.c.) (b)& (c) RHEED pattern before & after deposition

by using an Al Kα x-ray source with 6 mA beam current (beam spot size on the sample

was ∼ 400 µm). Before recording XPS, in-situ ion beam etching (energy 1000 eV) was

used for 30s to clean off surface contaminations.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Structural details

Figure 6.2 depicts the growth and structure of the BaTiO3/SrIrO3 hetero-structure on

SrTiO3 (001) (STO) single crystalline substrate. The x-ray diffraction θ - 2θ scan of the

film along with the substrate has been presented in Figure 6.2 (a). Here we can see that

our film is of single phase and oriented along pseudo cubic (001) direction with the both

oriented peaks of SrIrO3 (SIO) and BaTiO3 (BTO) as observed before for independent

growth of the respective materials [231, 232]. This oriented growth could be explained

with the hierarchical small lattice mismatch among STO, SIO and BTO. The pseudo-

cubic lattice parameters of the bulk single crystal of the above materials are 3.90 Å, 3.96

Å and 3.99 Å, respectively [231, 232]. The calculated pseudo-cubic lattice parameters of

SIO and BTO in our case from the XRD are 3.96 Å and 4.137 Å, respectively, which are

in well agreement with the orthorhombic SIO, and the tetragonal BTO film on STO (001)

reported in earlier studies [231]. The calculated hierarchical lattice mismatches are (aSIO-
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Fig. 6.2 (a) X-ray diffraction θ - 2θ scan of BaTiO3 (20 nm)/SrIrO3 (20 nm)

heterostructure grown on SrTiO3 (001) substrate showing the oriented growth of the

film. Asterisks are from the substrate. (b) Reciprocal Space Mapping (RSM) showing

the relaxed nature of the heterostructure.

aSTO)/aSTO ∼ 2.32 % and (aBTO-aSIO)/aSIO ∼ 3.56 %. To get a detail insight about the

strain and substrate-film epitaxial relationship a reciprocal space mapping (RSM) around

asymmetric (103) reflection has been performed as presented in Figure 6.2 (b). Here qx

and qz correspond to in plane and out of plane direction. From the figure, we can see that

our hetero-structure is fully epitaxial and strain relaxed as the film spot has a different qx

than the substrate. Here we cannot distinguish SIO and BTO spots from the overall film

reflection (elongated continuous reflection of the film), mostly due to very low in plane

lattice mismatch between them.

6.3.2 Magnetic measurements

The temperature dependent magnetization (M-T) measurements for BTO, SIO and BTO/SIO

heterostructures have been presented in Figure 6.3 (a). A ferromagnetic-like transition

has been observed in BTO film grown at Po2 = 50 mTorr with magnetic ordering at TC ∼
136 K. Although it is not so prominent, however we also observed a hump at T ∼ 160 K,

which may be due some local ordering in BTO. Films grown at other Po2 shows absence of

any kind of magnetic ordering (Figure 6.9 (a), Appendix). Such a narrow growth window

for occurrence of magnetic ordering in BTO is very surprising. Calculation shows that

vacancies in BTO is indeed a crucial factor in obtaining high ferromagnetic TC , as it varies

substantially for different vacancy species (O, Ti and Ba) [220]. Intuitively, the origin of

ferromagnetism in non-magnetic BTO film is thought to be a consequence of the presence

of oxygen vacancies (OV ) inducing double exchange mechanism scenario with hopping
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Fig. 6.3 (a) Temperature dependent magnetization (M-T) of BTO/SIO heterostructure

along with individual BTO and SIO. The peak at ∼ 50 K is the instrumental oxygen

artefacts. Asterisk corresponds to the possible local moment ordering. (b)-(d) Field

dependent magnetization (M-H) of BTO and BTO/SIO films at various temperatures.

of charge carriers as Ti4−ε -O- Ti3+ε, investigated both theoretically and experimentally

[217, 218, 219, 220]. Raeliarijaona et al., predicted that TC due to oxygen vacancy should

be ∼ 120 K, which is close to our observed value [220]. Considering the TC , Majumder et

al., has reported magnetic ordering in BTO film with TC ∼ 42 K [182]. However they grew

films on LAO (001) substrate, hence different lattice energy which affected the magnetic

TC . This higher TC value could be explained with the theoretical framework that pre-

dicts OV induced magnetization in BTO originates from the spin polarization of itinerant

electrons at Ti t2g orbitals [220]. Interestingly, below TC (at T = 77 K), the resistivity is

found to be lower (∼ 0.12 MΩ-cm) (Figure 6.4) than the non-magnetic insulating BTO

(∼ 10 MΩ-cm) film [233], indicating the presence of itinerant electrons. Additionally,

M-T data of 5d based SIO shows paramagnetic behavior without any long-range mag-
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Fig. 6.4 Temperature dependent resistivity of (a) BaTiO3 and (b) SrIrO3 films.

netic ordering (Figure 6.3 (a)) over the whole temperature range, as expected, due to the

weak correlation effect in 5d [224, 226]. The resistivity feature is also found to be similar

with the reported ones (Figure 6.4). Surprisingly, in case of BTO/SIO heterostructure,

in M-T data we also observed weak ferromagnetic ordering but with enhanced ordering

temperature (TC ∼ 160 K). For clarity, we present the derivative of the magnetization

(δM/δT) data (Figure 6.8, Appendix) which clearly shows the presence of magnetic or-

dering at TC ∼ 136 K (for BTO) and TC ∼ 160 K (for BTO/SIO). Since, for both BTO

and BTO/SIO, the growth conditions were kept similar, therefore this remarkable 40 K

enhancement in TC is not only due to the changes in electronic configuration (Ti4−ε -O-

Ti3+ε) in BTO, but also due to the presence of additional interaction(s) at the BTO/SIO

interface. Interestingly, from M-T data it is clearly seen that low temperature moment in

BTO/SIO heterostructure is lower than the parent BTO. This is consistent with the fact

that, wider 5d-orbitals and weak correlation effect affect the spin-alignment, thus reducing

the net magnetic moment. For further confirming the appearance of magnetic ordering,

the isothermal magnetization measurements (M-H) at T = 5K, 140 K and 300 K (Figure

6.3 (b)-(d)) have been performed. M-H data shows that for BTO film, saturation moment

(MS) increases with lowering the temperature and at T = 5K it becomes maximum (MS

∼ 150 emu/cc) (Figure (b)). At T = 5K, coercive field (HC) of the BTO heterostructure

is ∼ 675 Oe (Figure 6.3 (b)). For BTO/SIO heterostructure, however the MS is higher at

T= 5K, but interestingly, MS at T= 300 K was found to be slightly higher than at T = 140

K (Figure 6.3 (c)). At T=5 K, coercive field (HC) of the BTO/SIO heterostructure (HC

∼ 200 Oe) is lower than the only BTO film (HC ∼ 675 Oe). This confirms the presence

of weak ferromagnetic or canted anti-ferromagnetic ordering in BTO/SIO with TC ∼ 160

K. Interestingly, even for BTO/SIO heterostructure, the magnetic ordering is found only

in films grown at Po2 = 50 mTorr (Figure 6.9 (b),Appendix), as similar observed in case

of parent BTO (Figure 6.9 (a),Appendix). This indicates that indeed growth pressure is

a crucial factor and importantly the BTO and SIO film quality in BTO/SIO remains as
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similar as parent BTO or SIO, thus ruling out the possibility of extrinsic effects for the

enhanced TC .

The possible interaction scenarios affecting the magnetic TC could be as followings. (1)

In BTO, there already exists a double exchange Ti4−ε -O- Ti3+ε interaction as discussed

earlier. (2) Additionally, due to the presence of Ir4+, there could exists another possible

interaction pathway i.e. Ti4+ -O- Ir4+, which is attributed with the hopping of Ir4+

5d5 charge carriers from t2g orbital to the vacant t2g of Ti4+ 3d0 orbital as a super

exchange interaction. (3) Moreover, an interfacial transfer from Ir4+ to Ti3+ could also

be possible, as similar to observed case of interfacial charge transfer from Ir4+ to Mn3+ in

iridatemanganite heterostructure [234]. All these couplings possibly yields in enhancement

of TC in the BTO/SIO heterostructure. Importantly, strong spin-orbit coupling (5d) also

host the DM interaction (forming chiral interaction between two atomic spins) [213, 214],

which may also affect the exchange interaction energy and enhancement in TC [215].

Recently, in SIO based superlattices, canted anti-ferromagnetic ordering has been observed

due to the structural distortion in SIO, resembling to the canted anti-ferromagnetism in

Sr2IrO4 [235]. However, in our case RSM data shows that BTO/SIO film is fully relaxed

(Figure 6.2 (b)) and SIO is non-magnetic as shown earlier (Figure 6.3 (a)). This clearly

indicates that indeed the major factors playing role for occurrence of magnetism and its

enhancement is the charge transfer process, rather than strain effect.

6.3.3 Electronic structure and interface

To investigate the presence of all these above-mentioned electronic structure (Figure 6.5)

and chemical states (i. e. OV , Ti4+, Ti3+, and Ir4+) responsible for various form of inter-

facial couplings, we performed the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). For parent

BTO film, in O 1s XPS, along with the lattice oxygen peak (at ∼ 530.1 eV) we also

observed an additional peak (at ∼ 532.3 eV), which corresponds to OV (Figure 6.6 (a))

[217]. Now, in BTO, if oxygen vacancies exist then it will lead to the occurrence of Ti3+,

to compensate the charge imbalance. Consistently, in Ti 2p XPS, along with the charac-

teristic Ti4+ (with universal spin-orbit peak splitting of ∼ 5.7 eV), we also observed the

Ti3+ states (Figure 6.6 (b)).These features confirms the oxygen vacancy induced ferro-

magnetism in BTO with the double exchange hopping mechanism of charge carriers i.e.

Ti4−ε -O- Ti3+ε [217, 220].

For the BTO/SIO heterostructure, O 1s and Ti 2p XPS are almost similar to the parent

BTO film, again confirms that BTO film quality in BTO/SIO heterostructure is as similar

as parent BTO (Figure 6.6 (c) and (d)). In order to probe the interfacial charge transfer

process (between 3d Ti and 5d Ir) in BTO/SIO heterostructure, we performed the depth-

dependent XPS of Ti 2p and Ir 4f, with varying thickness of top BTO film while keeping
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Fig. 6.5 Schematics of electronic structure for BaTiO3 and SrIrO3, along with the

magnetic interactions present in the system

the thickness of bottom SIO film constant (Figure 6.6 (e) and (f)). From the electronic

band structure, for 5d-Ir, t2g band is close to the 4f J5/2 band [214], whereas for 3d-Ti, the

3d t2g is close to 2p J1/2 band [236]. Thus while probing Ti 2p and Ir 4f, these two sub-

bands should be affected if electronic reconstructions to occur at the interface. Moreover,

due to the wider d-orbitals of 5d than 3d, the effect should be more prominent in 5d

Ir-site. As shown in Figure 6.6 (e), the relative intensity of 4f5/2 (which is proportional to

the electronic population) decreases while probing interfacial Ir, with line shapes showing

significant changes along with coverage, reflecting the electronic charge redistribution at

Ir-site. In addition, binding energy of 4f5/2 shifts towards higher value (∼ 1.3 eV) for

BTO/SIO with respect to the parent SIO. In contrast, Ti 2p1/2 binding energy shifts

negligibly towards higher value (∼ 0.1 eV) while probing interfacial Ti (Figure 6.6 (f)).

In addition, the change in the relative intensity is not so prominent for Ti 2p1/2 [237],

possibly due to low overlapping of 3d orbitals in presence of strong crystal field. These

observations suggests the charge transfer process at the interface with the effect of all

relevant energy parameters causing the magnetic coupling between 3d and 5d ions and

hence changing the TC .
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Fig. 6.6 (a), (b) XPS of O 1s and Ti 2p of BTO film.(c), (d) O 1s and Ti 2p edge XPS

spectra of the BTO/SIO heterostructure. (e) Ir 4f and (f) Ti 2p XPS spetra for various

thiknesses of BTO/SIO heterostcrutrues, with constant SIO thickness (20 nm), to probe

the interface.
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6.4 Appendix

Fig. 6.7 Atomic Force Microscopy image of (a)STO(001) substrate with atomic steps

and RMS surface roughness of 0.4 nm (b) SIO film with RMS surface roughness of 1.1

nm (c) BTO film with RMS surface roughness of 1 nm (d)SIO/BTO heterostructure

with RMS surface roughness of 1 nm.

6.5 Conclusions

In summary, we have grown 3d-based BaTiO3, 5d-based SrIrO3 and 3d/5d based het-

erostructures BaTiO3/SrIrO3 by PLD. Parent BaTiO3 shows weak ferromagnetic ordering

at ∼ 136 K, consequence of oxygen vacancies, whereas SrIrO3 is paramagnetic. Remark-

ably, BTO/SIO shows enhanced magnetic ordering temperature with TC ∼ 160 K. This

remarkable enhancement is attributed with the interfacial charge transfer and the presence

of strong spin-orbit coupling. We establish the presence of two new plausible interactions

in the system namely Ti4+ -O- Ir4+ and Ti3+ -O- Ir4+. Most likely one is ferromagnetic

and other is antiferromagnetic. Although, in-depth microscopic measurements are neces-
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Fig. 6.8 (a) XPS spectra of Ir 4f in parent SrIrO3 showing the presence of Ir4+ (b)

Derivative of magnetization with temperature (δM/δT) shows the magnetic transitions

of the discussed samples.

Fig. 6.9 Temperature dependent magnetization (M-T) of (a) BTO and (b) BTO/SIO

heterostructures grown at various oxygen pressure (Po2). Magnetic ordering is observed

only for film grown at Po2 = 50 mTorr. The peak at ∼ 50 K is the instrumental oxygen

artefacts.

sary to quantify the dominant interaction mechanism(s); nevertheless, our study provides

an avenue to tune magnetic TC in oxide thin film heterostructures.
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CHAPTER 7

Summary and Future Outlook

. The field of Oxide Thin films has come a long way from its childhood days and has

become one of the most active areas of research within condensed matter physics. Our

work presents a few interesting findings on polar and magnetic ordering in such systems:

How epitaxial strain and partial disordering lead to novel structural phase along with mag-

netic and ferroelectric ordering that are inaccessible or absent in bulk materials. We have

focused on three distinct perovskite material systems namely h-TbMnO3, Tb2CoMnO6

and BaTiO3/SrIrO3.

To summarize the brief interesting outcomes and scope of this thesis

• A recently discovered hexagonal phase of conventional magneto-electric

o-TbMnO3: This hexagonal phase is strain stabilized in thin films and does possess

geometrical ferroelectricity at room temperature. This thesis presents the growth

of high quality epitaxial strain stabilized hexagonal phase of TbMnO3 films on

YSZ(111) substrate and their structural transformations analyzed by means of var-

ious ex- and in-situ characterization techniques. Our deposition technique and pro-

cedure results a way better growth of this artificial metastable phase in terms of

single crystalline quality as well as the sharpness of substrate-film interface of h-

TbMnO3/YSZ(111) films. Detail combined high temperature measurements such

as Transmission Electron Microscopy, Raman Spectroscopy and Optical ellipsome-

try point out the ferroelectricity TC ∼ 800 K and a structural phase transition from
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P63cm to P63/mcm structure for the first time. The results & findings have been

published in Physical Review B 102, 104106 (2020).

• Magneto-Dielectric properties of partially B-site ordered monoclinic

Tb2CoMnO6 double perovskite thin film epitaxially grown on Nb:SrTiO3

(001) substrates for the very first time by metalorganic aerosol deposi-

tion (MAD) technique: Transmission electron microscopy and electron energy

loss spectroscopy mapping shows the presence and distribution of both Co2+ and

Co3+ ions in the film, evidencing a partial B-site disorder, which was further con-

firmed by the observation of reduced saturation magnetization at low temperatures.

The ferromagnetic Curie temperature, TC = 110 K, is slightly higher as compared

to the bulk value (100 K) probably due to an in plane epitaxy tensile strain. Tem-

perature dependent dielectric study reveals an unexpected high temperature dipolar

relaxor-glass-like transition at a temperature T∗ ∼ 190 K > TC , which depends on

the applied frequency and indicates a superparaelectric behavior. Two different

dielectric relaxation peaks have been observed; they merge at T∗ where likely a cou-

pling to the disorder-induced short range charge-spin correlations results in a 4%

magneto-dielectric coupling. The presented whole content and findings have been

published in Physical Review B 101, 094426 (2020).

• The growth of 3d-5d based relaxed BaTiO3/SrIrO3 heterostructures, to

obtain emergent phenomena arising from the interfacial coupling be-

tween B-site (Ti4+; 3d0 and Ir4+; 5d5) cations: Parent BaTiO3 film shows

weak ferromagnetic ordering at TC ∼ 136 K, due to the oxygen vacancies, in con-

trast of paramagnetic nature in strong spin-orbit coupled SrIrO3 film. Interestingly,

in BaTiO3/SrIrO3 heterostructure we observed magnetic ordering at TC ∼ 160 K.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of O 1s and Ti 2p reveals the presence of oxy-

gen vacancies and Ti3+ states in BaTiO3/SrIrO3, similar to the parent BaTiO3.

However, significant changes in Ir 4f spectrum line shape with coverage has been

observed in BaTiO3/SrIrO3, in contrast of parent SrIrO3. Therefore, this remark-

able enhancement in TC is attributed with the interfacial charge transfer process

and the presence of strong spin-orbit coupling. We establish the presence of two

new plausible interactions in the system namely Ti4+ -O- Ir4+ and Ti3+ -O- Ir4+.

The outcomes and results are Under Preparation for submission.

As a future outlook we would like to continue the following

• With a suitable bottom electrode we would like to the study the room temperature

polarization switching with external electric field in hexagonal TbMnO3. A Pt

electrode on Al2O3 (0001) or YSZ (111) could be useful in this respect. Also a

temperature dependent study of second harmonic generation (SHG) is planned to
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be carried out for the detail study of the dipole dynamics while interacting with

photon.

• We would like to study a detail phase diagram of the ferroelectric relaxor glass

transition with respect to the degree of B site ordering in Tb2CoMnO6. This study

could be carried in a series of films deposited in different oxygen partial pressures

or tuning the Co:Mn ratio in MAD technique. We would also like to explore the

growth on STO (111) substrate. It will be fantastic to see the (111) growth with

super-lattice peak.

• With the recent discovery of the ferroelectrically tunable magnetic skyrmion in

BaTiO3/SrRuO3 heterostructure,we would like to study the same in our BaTiO3/SrIrO3

system. Ir as a 5d element with more strong spin orbit coupling and BaTiO3 with

magnetic ordering it will be interesting to study if we could tune the skyrmion dy-

namics with both external electric and magnetic field. Currently we are trying to

grow the BaTiO3/SrIrO3 superlattice to understand the interfacial charge transfer

in detail.
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APPENDIX A

Ferromagnetism and Transport in BXCY NZ/Al2O3 thin films

Boron carbonitride (BXCY NZ) represents an interesting family of materials contain-

ing all light elements and two dimensional graphene like hybrid layers. In this work,

we have grown thin films of this compound using Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD)

method, and investigated their magnetic and transport properties in their entirety

along with the detailed electronic structure using various spectroscopic techniques.

In depth analysis of the typical role of dopants and defects, especially the prevalent

nitrogen defects, is elucidated using Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations

to understand the experimental observations. A dramatic crossover in the transport

mechanism of charge carriers is observed in this system with the change in doping

level of specific nitrogen defects. A robust and high saturation magnetization is

achieved in BCN films which is higher by almost hundred times as compared to

that in similarly grown undoped carbon film. The content of this chapter has been

published in Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 479 (2019),

67-73 .
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A.1 Introduction

Possible tuning of magnetism & electronic structure among the different forms of

carbon has attracted significant attention of experimentalists and theorists for sev-

eral decades [238, 239]. One of the most significant efforts in this context is directed

towards inducing a magnetic moment by chemical incorporation of one or more

of dopants or defects in the carbon system [240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245]. Sur-

face functionalization by adatoms or development of interfacial systems with other

functional non-magnetic materials provide alternate options for inducing magnetism

[246]. Further, finite carbon nanostructures provide interesting opportunities to gen-

erate tunable magnetism in carbon forms via incorporation of vacancies [247, 248],

voids, line defects [249] particularly zigzag edges which are responsible for the fer-

romagnetic ordering via edge states[250, 251, 252, 253]. Magnetism derived from

doped carbon sheets have attracted attention as a robust, scalable and practical

solution to this phenomenon. Hybridizing graphene with h-BN layers, nitrogen or

h-BN doped graphene, and the novel 2D material BXCY NZ have drawn significant

attention lately in terms of the manipulation of their electronic as well as magnetic

properties. Several insightful and interesting experimental and theoretical studies

have also been performed on the hybridization and doping scenario of h-BN and

N in graphene or graphite system predicting the possible ferromagnetism and tun-

ability of band gap [254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262]. The fundamental

role of nitrogen defects in powdered graphene resulting the magnetic ordering has

also well attended experimentally [263, 264, 265, 266]. In many of the experimental

studies chemical synthesis routes [267, 268, 269, 270] have been used which are suit-

able for some specific domains as application such as supercapacitor, CO2 reduction

and hydrogen evolution reaction etc [271, 272]. The possibility of hybridization of

graphene with hexagonal BN layers in thin film format through vapour phase de-

position [273, 274, 275, 276], tunable electrical and electronic behaviours are also

well studied [277, 278]. Here in this study, we have explored the possibility of

realizing ferromagnetic ordering and realizing its connection with the chemistry of

dopant and electronic states in nitrogenated turbostratic carbon films deposited with

pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique. This approach and the thin film form of

the material is suitable for many key analyses of transport, magnetism along with

structural properties; also being ready at the same time for device fabrication. The

immense strength of stoichiometry-tunability of the PLD technique is already well

established in numerous studies on many materials and already used to grow BCN

films [279, 280]. Our ammonia assisted reactive PLD growth approach for better

nitrogen incorporation in the BXCY NZ system, a comprehensive multi-technique

(XPS, XANES and Raman spectroscopy) analytical experimental study combined
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with detailed Density Functional Theory based theoretical support for the specific

experimentally targeted regime of materials stoichiometry are the new aspects of

this study vs the reported works. Specifically, we have restricted to high nitrogen,

low boron doping regime. An in depth analysis brings out the key role of pyridinic

and triazinic defects in magnetic ordering observed up to room temperature. Carrier

transport is also significantly influenced by the defects and doping concentrations

resulting in an interesting crossover in the transport mechanism for a critical dop-

ing concentration. Importantly, we further demonstrate that a substantial presence

of B and N dopants can lead to an order of magnitude enhancement of saturation

magnetization in carbon films.

A.2 Experimental and Computational details

Resistivity measurements are performed by conventional four-probe method within

the temperature range of 5 K- 300 K. Magnetization with respect to temperature

and applied magnetic field is measured using commercial 7T-SQUID-VSM (Quan-

tum Design Inc., USA) system. These measurements were performed with applied

magnetic field parallel or in-plane to the film surface (IP). Magnetization vs. tem-

perature was measured following the conventional protocols of zero field cooled

warming (ZFC) and field cooled warming (FCW) cycles in the presence of applied

magnetic field µ0H = 100 Oe. The spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT)

calculations [281, 282] were performed within the projector augmented wave formal-

ism, [283] for a plane-wave basis with a kinetic energy cut-off of 600 eV using Vienna

ab-initio simulation package. The exchange-correlation energy was computed using

the Perdew-Burke- Ernzerhof (PBE) form of generalized gradient approximation

(GGA) [284]. The lattice and ions were relaxed until the Hellman-Feynmann forces

met the relaxation criteria of 0.015 eV/. The Brillouin zone was sampled using

a Γ-centered 8×6×1 k-grid, and a dense mesh of Γ-centered 24×18×1 k-grid was

used for the evaluation of density of states (DOS). Nitrogen and boron atoms were

doped in a rectangular supercell of graphene containing 48 carbon atoms. The pe-

riodic images of the supercell along the direction of vacuum were separated by 12

Å. The self-interaction error inherent to GGA functional results in spurious elec-

tron delocalization and incorrect magnetic solutions for both defects and dopants in

graphene.To remedy this, we calculated the electronic and magnetic properties using

the strongly constrained and appropriately normed (SCAN) meta-GGA functional

[285]. Room temperature Raman Spectra are recorded on films using an upright

confocal LabRAM HR 800 Raman Microscope (HORIBA Jobin Yvon SAS, rue

de Lille, France) with 488 nm laser excitation. X-ray photoemission spectroscopy

(XPS) measurements were performed using Al-Kα (E = 1486.7eV) lab-source. X-
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ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra at C, B and N K-edges were

collected in total electron yield (TEY) mode. Room temperature valence band spec-

trum (VBS) was recorded with photon energy hν = 40 eV. Both XANES and VBS

are performed using synchrotron radiation source at RRCAT, Indore at integrated

photoemission spectroscopy beamline (BL-02) in INDUS-1 and polarized light soft

X-ray absorption spectroscopy beamline (BL-01) in INDUS-2, respectively. Before

recording the XPS, VBS and XANES spectra, the sample surface is sputtered using

high energy Argon ions inside the chamber where base pressure is maintained at 1

×10−10 mbar in order to expose the uncontaminated surface

A.3 Growth and structure of BXCYNZ thin films

BCN films of thickness about 500 nm are deposited on r-cut Al2O3 single crystal

substrates using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) method employing a KrF excimer

laser (λ = 248 nm) at a frequency 10 Hz and an energy density 2.5 J/cm2. PLD

target pellets were made by manual mixing of h-BN and graphite powders (Sigma-

Aldrich USA) in different atomic ratios and pressing them at high pressure. For

example, BCN-90 indicates the target is composed of 90 at.% carbon and 10 at.%

h-BN. We have made three sets of BCN films namely BCN-90, BCN-98 and BCN-

100. All depositions were performed at the substrate temperature of 750◦C and in

the presence of ammonia-argon gas mixture (30% ammonia) with chamber pressure

of 10−1 mbar. Pure carbon film was also deposited in vacuum with base pressure

10−6 mbar. All films were annealed for 15 minutes at the growth temperature after

deposition and cooled naturally. The detailed electronic structure has been explored

using various spectroscopic techniques like X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),

X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) and Raman Spectroscopy.

A.3.1 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

Here we present and discuss the results of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

performed on two BCN thin films of different stoichiometries along with a carbon

film, all grown by the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique, in ammonia atmo-

sphere. The deposition of pure carbon film in ammonia was performed to serve

as a reference for the degree of incorporation of nitrogen from the ambient during

deposition as well as the specific role of boron on the film growth and stoichiometry.

First we discuss the stoichiometry analysis based on the total areas of the fitted

components, presented in Table-A.1.

From the elemental analysis, the N:C ratio in BCN-100 (No BN in the PLD target)

is 0.12 which implies that 12 at.% nitrogen gets got incorporated or fixed into the
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Table A.1 Stoichiometry analysis from XPS fitting

Sample PLD Target content B 1s area C 1s area N 1s area N:C B:C

BCN-90 90 at.% graphite + 10 at.% BN 747 9069 3114 0.34 0.08

BCN-98 98 at.% graphite + 2 at.% BN 283 11760 1807 0.15 0.02

BCN-100 100 at.% graphite + 0 at.% BN – 12557 1037 0.08 –

Fig. A.1 C1s and N1s core x-ray photoelectron spectra of BCN-100

film from the gas phase ammonia during deposition. For BCN-98 (which has 2

at.% BN in the target) the ratio is a bit higher, as expected, due to the nitrogen

contributed by the target in addition to that entering from the gas phase. In the

BCN-90 case we can see significant incorporation of nitrogen (34 at.% ). This is

more than the algebraic addition of 12 at.% entering from the gas phase and 10

at.% contributed by the target. This implies that boron helps in fixing nitrogen

into the growing film. Now we turn to the analysis of chemical states/bonding. In

Figure-A.1 for the BCN-100 case the C1s spectrum can be deconvoluted into two

peaks. The peaks at 284.7 eV and 286.3 eV correspond to sp2 C-C and C-N bonds,

respectively. These peaks are very similar to those reported in Carbon Nitride films

[286]. The N1s spectrum was fitted to a symmetric Gaussian form with the centre at

399.5eV implying significant contribution of C-N bonds in the sample, as expected.

Figure-A.2 (a) and (b) show XPS core level spectra of C 1s, B 1s and N 1s for
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the BCN-90 and BCN-98 films, respectively. In both the B1s spectra the feature is

composed of two deconvoluted peaks. For the BCN-90 case the peaks are at 190.4

eV and 191.9 eV. The peak at lower energy corresponds to B-C bonds, while the

peak at higher energy corresponds B-N bonds; as the electronegativity difference

between B and C is lower than B and N [287]. For the BCN-98 case the peak for the

B-C bond is shifted to 189.6 eV and the peak for the B-N bond is shifted to 192.4 eV.

As the carbon concentration is more in this case, boron is likely to be bonded with

carbon rather than nitrogen. The electronegativity of carbon is lower than nitrogen

and hence the B-C bond energy gets shifted to lower side. For the same reason the

bond energy for B-N is shifted to higher value as carbon is more electronegative

than boron and it perturbs the B-N bond formation. Also, from the peak area it is

clear that for the BCN-90 case the B-N bond formation is more favoured than the

B-C bond formation, while in the BCN-98 case they are equally favourable. The

whole feature is entirely different from the reported B1s spectra of h-BN [288] and

hence one can conclude that there is no h-BN domain formation in both the cases.

The C1s spectra can also be deconvoluted into 3 peaks. For the BCN-90 case these

peaks are located at 284.6 eV, 285.6 eV and 288.5 eV, which correspond to C-C,

C-N, and C-B bonds, respectively [289]. The peak for the C-C bond is close to the

peak observed for sp2 C-C bond in graphite at 284.9 eV. For the BCN-98 sample the

peaks are slightly shifted towards lower energy due to the presence of less nitrogen

which is highly electronegative. From the peak area analysis it is clear that the main

contribution is from the C-C bond due to the presence of large amount of carbon.

Next is the contribution from C-N bond and for both the cases small amount of

Boron contributes to the C-B bond density, which is less in BCN-90 sample than in

BCN-98. The N1s spectra are also composed of two deconvoluted peaks. For BCN-

90 the peaks are at 399.3 eV and 401.1 eV. The peak at lower energy corresponds to

the C-N bond and the peak at higher energy corresponds to the B-N bond. In the

BCN-98 case the peak positions are almost the same as the chemical shift of 0.1 eV.

Due to the presence of significant amounts of carbon and nitrogen in the system the

C-N peak is prominent in both the cases and very close to the C-N peak observed in

carbon nitride films at 399.8 eV in the form of sp2 coordinated pyridine like nitrogen

[286]. As the presence of Boron is more in BCN-90, the B-N peak is also prominent

in comparison with the BCN-98 case. From the peak area analysis of the XPS data,

it can be concluded that in both the BCN-90 and BCN-98 samples the amount of

the bond formation is in order of C-C > C-N > B-N > B-C and that is reasonable

as predicted from the theoretical model of BCN [290]. For the BCN-98 case B-C

is more favoured than B-N. Since the bonding nature of nitrogen is not fully and

clearly understood from the XPS results, we resorted to the x-ray absorption near

edge spectroscopy (XANES) measurements which give more detailed information
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Fig. A.2 C1s, B1s and N1s core x-ray photo electron spectra of (a) BCN-90 and (b)

BCN-98
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Fig. A.3 X-ray near edge spectra for Carbon K edge of BCN-90, 98 and 100

Table A.2 XANES peak analysis

Carbon K edge I(σ(1)∗) I(σ(1)∗) I(σ(1)∗)/I(π∗) I(σ(2)∗)/I(π∗)

BCN-90 0.75 1.03 1.25 1.77

BCN-98 0.65 1.10 0.79 1.34

BCN-100 0.55 1.06 0.56 1.11

about the local environment, as discussed in the next sub-section.

A.3.2 X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES)

Now we present and discuss the x-ray absorption near edge spectra (XANES) for the

carbon K edges for the three samples of interest. Many theoretical and computa-

tional approaches using Dipole Approximation, Quasi Particle Model and Multiple

Scattering Theory are able to explain the experimental features successfully to cer-

tain extent [291]. Due to physical complexity in the real experimental scenario com-

parative study or analysis of dissimilarity between the shape, area and intensities

of different K edges are strongly employed to study the local bonding environment

[292]. So far as the carbon K edge (Figure-A.3) for the three samples of interest is
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concerned, the peak at 288.8 eV corresponds to the 1s to π∗ transition. This peak

is well shifted to the higher energy from the position observed in graphite, boron

carbide [293] and in graphitic carbon nitride, which is around 285 eV [294, 295].

This asymmetric peak is more close to the π∗ peak due to pyridinic[55] and triazinic

nitrogen contributions, as observed in the CNx compounds [296]. The σ∗ feature

can be distinguished into two different regions σ(1)∗ and σ(2)∗ in the ranges 290 eV

to 293 eV and 295 eV to 301 eV, respectively. The σ(1)∗ feature is composed of C-B

or C-C and pyridinic C-N bond with maxima at 291 eV and 291.8 eV, respectively.

As the C-C and C-B bond energies are very close, we cannot distinguish it between

BCN-90 and BCN-98. In BCN-100 we can observe the background of C-C signature

due to the absence of boron. The pyridinic C-N contribution is seen to be increasing

with increasing nitrogen concentration from BCN-100 to BCN-90, as observed from

the XPS data. The crucial role of boron in BCN compounds can be observed from

the σ(2)∗ feature. Here we can see the significant enhancement of triazinic C-N bond

in BCN-98. Thus an optimum doping of 2 at.% boron in the framework triggers

or favours the triazinic nitrogen which is lowest in the case of 10 at.% doping in

BCN-90. Calculating the σ∗ to π∗ intensity ratio as in TABLE-A.2 we can conclude

that sp2 hybridization decreases with lowering the boron concentration in the ma-

terial. For the special case of BCN-98 there is an optimum proportion ratio of the

triazinic and pyridinic sp2 C-N bond which leads to the distinguishable magnetic

and transport properties, as will be discussed later.

A.3.3 Raman Spectroscopy

In Figure-A.4 (a), (b) and (c) we show the room temperature Raman spectra of the

three samples, BCN-100, BCN-98 and BCN-90, respectively, which are somewhat

different as compared to previous report on bulk forms [297]. The sharp peak around

1602 cm−1 is denoted as G band which occurs due to the in plane optical phonon

vibration E2g mode near the center of the Brillouin zone [298]. The strong signature

of this mode implies the presence of sp2 hybridized 2 dimensional layers in the system

[299]. The peak is significantly shifted to higher energy from the G band observed

in graphite around 1580 cm−1. Incorporation of strongly bonded nitrogen in the

lattice plane results in a significant amount of bond stretching which affects the in-

plane phonon vibration with the resultant Raman mode shifting to higher energy.

This effect is very similar to the reported case of nitrogen doped grapheme sheets

[300]. The asymmetric nature of the G band is predicted to emanates from the D
′

mode arising due to the distortion that causes double resonance process in phonon

scattering. The intense peak around 1360 cm−1 is denoted as D band which occurs

due to the A1g mode also resulting from the double resonance phonon scattering

[299]. This mode is triggered by the induced disorder, defects and sp2 bond breakage
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Fig. A.4 Raman Spectra and peak fitting for 2D band splitting of (a) BCN-100, (b)

BCN-98 and (c) BCN-90

Table A.3 Raman band analysis

Sample ID/IG I2D1/IG I2D2/IG I2D3/IG

BCN-90 1.09 0.12 0.10 0.04

BCN-98 1.24 0.11 0.11 0.03

BCN-100 1.13 0.12 0.07 0.03

due to finite crystallinity and lattice distortion. Presence of this D band indicates

the turbostraticity in the layered material. The band in the range 2500 cm−1 to

3500 cm−1 is referred to as 2D band which is basically an overtone of D band. As

the Raman mode corresponding to the 2D band is extremely sensitive to in-plane

stretching, strain and applied stress [301] we can observe the crucial role played by

boron in the nitrogenation of the lattice from this mode. For all the three samples of

interest the 2D band can be deconvoluted into three Gaussian contributions denoted

as 2D1, 2D2 and 2D3. In TABLE-A.3 the intensity ratios of D and 2D bands with

respect to the G band are listed. The disorder in turbostratic graphite like system
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can be mathematically related with D to G band intensity ratio through following

equation ID/IG = C(γ)/La [299]. C(γ) is a constant for particular excitation energy

and La is the average distance among defect sites or the crystalline patches separated

by grain boundaries. Taking C(γ) = 4.4 nm for excitation wavelength 488 nm we

can calculate from the table that the average inter-defect distances are 4.04 nm,

3.55 nm and 3.89 nm for BCN-90 , BCN-98 and BCN-100 respectively. Thus, for

the BCN-98 case the defect sites are denser than the other two cases resulting in

the interesting electrical and magnetic features which are discussed in the next

sub-sections. The splitting and broadening of the 2D band depends on several

parameters like number of layers, inter layer interaction, layer orientation, excitation

energy and induced strain in the plane. In our case, as the excitation energy and

thickness are the same for all the samples, the disorder and induced strain are the

main responsible mechanisms here. From Figure A.4 we can observe a sharp and

intense splitting in the 2D band for BCN-98, suggesting that optimal 2 at.% doping

of boron is inducing more strain in the nitrogeneted framework. The equality of 2D1

and 2D2 intensity ratio to G band could be due to the strain uniformity induced by

pyridinic and triazinic nitrogens in the sp2 bonded layer. The overall abundance of

pyridine and triazine-like configurations in addition to vacancy defects is clear from

the present experimental results that are discussed already. Using the first-principles

DFT approach, we therefore investigated the structural, electronic, and magnetic

features of these individual defect configurations and their concurrent interactions.

A.4 Density Functional Theory Calculations

The electronic structure of BCN compounds were theoretically modelled with the

information from the spectroscopic analysis using the spin-polarized DFT calcula-

tions.In order to gain some insights into the microscopic mechanism of the induced

spin due to the presence of different type of C-N bonds and possible role for boron,

we resorted to the density functional theory (DFT) calculations, as addressed be-

low. Specifically, we attempt to elucidate the microscopic mechanism of long-range

magnetism by considering interactions among the different defect complexes. Pre-

vious reports on magnetically ordered N-doped graphene have attributed the be-

haviour to an abundance of pyridinic and substitutional N complexes separately

[263, 302]. However, the synergistic effects of interacting defects on the overall mag-

netism have not been explicitly addressed, which are essential to understand the

long-range magnetic ordering. We consider the interaction of trimerized pyridine

with other defects since trimerized pyridine is present in significant quantities. A

maximum N concentration of 15 at.% is considered in the following discussion. For

two trimerized pyridines in close proximity, the spin polarization is mainly due topz
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Fig. A.5 Spin charge densities for the interacting pairs of (a) trimerized pyridine -

trimerized pyridine, (b) trimerized pyridine - monovacancy and (c) trimerized pyridine -

triazine configuration.

states and an additional fractional moment is induced on sp2 states of N atoms,

which contributes as a paramagnetic centre [Figure-A.5 (a)]. Investigating the den-

sity of states we find that the nitrogen sp2 states appear as mid-gap states. With

increasing distance between the two pyridinic defect complexes, the sp2 contribu-

tion to the magnetism vanishes and only pz states generate a semi-local moment

mediated via direct exchange. For a pyridinic defect interacting with neighboring

monovacancy, the magnetic exchange between the two defects shows a sublattice

site dependence.The defect-induced pz spins for the defects on the same sublat-

tice sites align parallel and result in a ferromagnetic exchange in accordance with

Lieb’s theorem whereas an antiparallel alignment of spins is observed for two defects

placed on opposite sublattice [303]. The unpaired sp2 state of the vacancy retains

its local moment and is robust to carrier doping and/or structural changes in the

presence of neighboring defect [Figure-A.5 (b)]. In addition, we also report magnetic

solutions for interacting monovacancy with mono and dimerized pyridine. Lastly,

the magnetic interaction between the triazine and pyridine defect complexes gener-

ates both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic order depending on the sub-lattice

site [Figure-A.5 (c)]. Interestingly, the p-doped pyridine alters the half-metallic be-

haviour of triazine, however an indirect exchange is still possible due to the presence

of pz conduction electrons at the Fermi level. Thus, we propose the primary mecha-

nism driving the ferromagnetic order is a direct exchange among the nitrogen defect

configurations due to the high concentration of N atoms in the turbostratic BCN

thin films. The spatial extent of ∼ 2 nm for the unpaired pz states of monovacancy

exceeds the experimentally estimated inter-defect distances [246]. However, the sen-

sitivity of pz states towards disorder can limit the role of direct exchange. Further, it

is predicted that disorder in pure graphene leads to Anderson insulating behaviour

for vacancy defect with higher concentration, and a substantial gap opening could
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originate in case of N substitution [304, 305] In such a scenario, the scattering of

conduction electrons will result in loss of carrier-mediated indirect exchange path-

ways. However, the formation of bound magnetic polarons in monovacancy and

pyridinic defects is another possibility of inducing ferromagnetic order through an

indirect exchange that does not depend on conduction electrons [306, 307].

A.5 Magnetic measurements

Isothermal field dependent magnetization curves for all three BCN samples of in-

terest are presented in Figure-A.6 (a) and (b) at 300K and 5K, respectively. Dia-

magnetic contribution from the substrate has been subtracted from the raw data

by following the standard procedure of fitting to the large field linear contribution.

We can observe from these data that at room temperature (300 K) ferromagnetic

ordering is present in all the cases with small coercive field values (HC) and satura-

tion magnetizations (MS), and the two are anti-correlated. At 5K, the MS increases

in each case but magnetizing the sample is seen to get harder, as expected for the

case of the magnetic system with disorder. Disorder can favour spin canting in

the system, which resists the saturation of the net magnetization, very similar to

a spin glass system [308]. The disorder in the present case is related to the ni-

trogen incorporation as dopant and the specific nature of disorder highly depends

on the defect type and its consequence for the creation of vacancy defect due to

issues of charge balance. Therefore, it is of crucial interest to discuss the nitrogen

concentration dependence of the bulk magnetization parameters. In Figure-A.6 (c)

and (d) we present the HC and MS values with respect to the nitrogen concentra-

tion present in the system for all the three samples at 300K and 5K, respectively.

At room temperature, the saturation magnetization increases while the coercive

field decreases monotonically with the increase in the nitrogen concentration from

BCN-100 to BCN-90. From the previous spectroscopic analysis (X-ray photoelec-

tron spectroscopy and X ray absorption near edge spectroscopy) both the triazinic

and pyridinic sp2 C-N bonds lead to induced spins at the defect sites, thereby ren-

dering higher MS with increased nitrogen concentration. If we consider this as an

inhomogeneous ferromagnet with the presence of disorder, more in the form of cor-

related ferromagnetic clusters, increase in the spin density with increasing nitrogen

concentration can induce enhanced correlations and larger cluster size thereby de-

creasing the coercive field. At 5K the behaviour of MS is the same as at 300K,

although with increased saturation magnetization in each case; but interestingly we

observe a drastic increase in HC for BCN-98. This anomalous increment appears

to be directly connected to the increase of triazinic sp2 C-N bond concentration as

reflected in the X-ray absorption near edge (XANES) spectra for this specific case.
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Fig. A.6 (a) and (b) represent the isothermal M-H loop for three BCN Samples at 300

K and 5 K respectively. (c) and (d) represent the dependence of coercivity HC and

saturation magnetization MS on nitrogen concentration in films at 300 K and 5 K

respectively

This ferromagnetic condition of the sample is reminiscent of single domain mag-

netic clusters, which give very high coercive field value. The low coercive field for

the BCN-90 case, where the nitrogen defect concentration is substantially higher,

reflects the case of a more homogeneous ferromagnetic system. In Figure-A.7, we

present the data for temperature dependent magnetization. Figure-A.7 (a), (b) and

(c) represent the zero field cooling (ZFC ) and field cool warming (FCW) data of

M vs T for BCN-90, 98 and 100 samples, respectively, with an applied field 100 Oe.

We can see that the bifurcation between the ZFC and FCW curves increases with

the increasing nitrogen (and boron) contents. This reveals the nature of evolution

of the magnetic state with increased spin density in the presence of disorder. The

bifurcation temperature is almost near room temperature in all cases including the

case of BCN-100 wherein there is no boron. The BCN-98 and BCN-100 samples

both show ferromagnetic ordering developing near 130 K, which is distinctly de-

fined in the BCN-98 case. In the BCN-90 case, this transition is not clearly seen

possibly because of its significant broadening due to enhanced doping concentration
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Fig. A.7 (a), (b) and (c) represent the ZFC and FCW curves for BCN-90, 98 and 100

respectively. (d) normalised susceptibility vs temperature. (e) inverse susceptibility vs

temperature (f) derivative of susceptibility vs temperature.

and related spin disorder. In this case of BCN-90 a sharper downturn in ZFC and

inflection in FCW is noted around 65K. At about the same temperature even in

the BCN-98 sample an upturn is seen in FCW. Behaviour of FCW susceptibility

(χFCW ) and inverse of χFCW of the samples are shown in Figure-A.7 (d) and (e).

As our materials are weakly ferromagnetic at room temperature and are not homo-

geneous ferromagnets, they do not follow the Curie-Weiss law in our temperature

range. To understand the magnetic transition more clearly the derivative of χFCW

with respect to temperature is plotted in Figure-A.7 (f). For the rather special case

BCN-98, as mentioned earlier we can see the drastic change of the derivative around

130 K resulting in a strong dip in the plot. This is indicative of the clear magnetic

transition for a critical doping concentration.

A.6 Transport properties

Now we will begin the discussion of the temperature dependent transport properties

of the charge carriers in the BCN samples mentioned above.
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Fig. A.8 (a) Normalized resistivity vs temperature. (b), (c) and (d) represent the

temperature dependent resistivity curve with non linear fitting. Linear fits are shown for

(b) and (d) (inset). Non linear fit is shown for small range bellow the crossover for

BCN-98 in (c) (inset).

Table A.4 Nonlinear fitting parameters

BCN-90 BCN-98 BCN-100

T0 (K) 1226.1 94.1 311.2

ν 0.536 ±0.001 0.442 ±0.002 0.260 ±0.004
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In case of a regular and perfect crystalline defect free semiconductor, more elec-

trons are pumped to the conduction band from the valence band with increased

temperature, and the dc-resistivity is decreased as exp(Eg/kBT), where Eg is the

activation energy and kB is Boltzmann constant. The scenario is much different in

semi-crystalline, or disordered systems with the presence of defects. In such cases,

the density of states is extended or defused through the band gap due to the localised

or trapped states because of the presence of local deformations, disorder in crystal

lattice, and defects. Over the full temperature range the transport mechanism is

primarily governed by two different mechanisms. Below a certain characteristic tem-

perature and under low electrical bias,the transport mechanism is fully dominated

by the hopping of charge carriers among these localised states. Above this tem-

perature transport will be the usual band conduction. The specific characteristic

temperature can vary with the induced disorder in the system or more specifically

with the density of localised states near Fermi level EF . Incorporating the possi-

bility of hopping of carriers to sites with minimum hoping energy, irrespective of

nearest neighbour or not, two most successful theoretical models of variable range

hopping (VRH) have been proposed and widely used to explain the experimental

transport data. The main assumption behind the model proposed by Mott [309] is

the approximation of a constant density of states around the Fermi level, N(EF ) ir-

respective of energy of the system. Efros and Shklovskii on the other hand explained

that below a certain critical temperature the density of states may not be constant

and it becomes non uniform near EF due to the coulomb interactions among carriers

[310]. Incorporation of this interaction causes a dip in the density of states around

EF known as the Coulomb gap. Both model can be described mathematically by

the following equation [311] ρ = ρ0exp(T0/T)ν .ρ is the dc-resistivity, ρ0 is a con-

stant, and T0 is the characteristic temperature. In the Mott model the value of

ν is 1/3 and 1/4 for 2D and 3D systems, respectively; while ν = 1/2 for all the

systems in the ES model which possesses the Coulomb gap. In Figure-A.8 we show

the transport data for our BCN-90, BCN-98 and BCN-100 samples.Temperature

dependent normalised dc resistivity data for the samples are shown in Figure-A.8

(a) for comparison. For the determination of the hopping mechanism in each case,

the curves are non linear fitting has been done directly to equation (2) with varying

the parameters ρ0 , T0 and ν as presented in Figure-A.8 (b), (c) and (d). The im-

portant parameters are tabulated in Table A.4. Here we can observe that the value

of ν is very close to 1/2 for BCN-90 and it is close to 1/4 for BCN-100. It is clear

that for BCN-90 the hopping of charge carriers is governed by the Mott model over

the entire temperature range and the same can be understood from the fact that

the characteristic temperature T0 is 1226 K which is far above our measurement

range. For the BCN-100 case the ES model fits the data very well over the whole
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range, as T0 is above room temperature. The most interesting case is the BCN-98

sample (as was also noted in the analysis of the magnetic data for its unique defect-

related properties, and its electronic structure reflected in the spectroscopy data)

where ν does not match either with 1/2 or 1/4 and it lies between these values.

This crossover between Mott and ES Scenarios is very clear from the value of the

critical temperature T0 of 94 K that lies within the concerned temperature range

of our measurement. For further clarification, the low temperature data up to the

crossover temperature was fitted (Figure-A.8 (c) inset) to equation (2) and the fitted

value of ν was found to be 0.506± 0.002 which is closer to 1/2 consistent with the

ES model. Below the critical temperature Coulomb interaction becomes dominant

resulting into the applicability of the ES process [312]. From the whole picture the

crucial as well as interesting role played by boron in the electronic structure is thus

very important. With increasing the doping concentration of boron in nitrogenated

turbostratic carbon framework, the hopping mechanism of charge carriers among

the localized states is seen to be changing dramatically with a clean crossover for an

optimum 2 at.% doping as in BCN-98. From a continuous and constant density of

states N(EF ) near Fermi level with no boron doping, we can get a transition to a

clear Coulomb gap state with increasing boron concentration in the material. The

carrier localisation length (ξ) and the N(EF ) can be related to the calculated average

inter-defect sites distance (La) from Raman spectroscopy and the proposition from

DFT first principle calculations.

A.7 Conclusions

BXCY NZ thin films are grown using the ammonia assisted Pulsed Laser Deposi-

tion (PLD) method, and their detail electronic structure, magnetic and transport

properties are analysed using various spectroscopic techniques like X-ray photoelec-

tron spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES).

Theoretical insights are obtained using Density Functional Theory (DFT) calcula-

tions predicting the possible interaction among different kind of defects. A dramatic

crossover in the transport mechanism of charge carriers is observed with the change

in the doping level of specific nitrogen defects. A robust and high saturation mag-

netization is achieved in the BXCY NZ films, which is seen to be higher by almost

hundred times as compared to the similarly grown dopant free turbostratic graphene

film. An anomalous transition and increase in the coercive field is also observed at

low temperature with critical dopant concentration. The detail comparison of the

experimental data with the theoretical results brings out the intriguing role of spe-

cific nitrogen defects in defining the physical properties of this hybrid 2D layered

material.
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